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I

INTRODUCTION

O

This hm_dbook is one of a series on nondestructive testing, and is the second in a set

of two vohunes presented on the subject of Eddy Current_Te_g,- _:........

The identification and inspection of base metals and metal alloys has become an increas-

ingly important factor in the production and fabrication of metal products. Special

alloys, differing only slightly in composition and not at all in appearance, can be identi-

fled, told inspected for discontinuities by the eddy current test method.

Applications of some of the various eddy current testing methods are presented in this

volume. Some discussion of the different coils that are used and their physical and

electrical design sbould help the reader get a feel for the electromagnetic testing sys-

terns. The indications, displays and charts that are used for testing purposes as well

as some of the requirements for acceptable test standards are also presented.

/
i

_T-ItE-EDDY CURRENT'TESTINGPROGRAMMED INSTRUCTi0N Series (twcrvolu_es)

will provide some of the background material ne.¢essary to take you one step closer to
f

your goals in-the_area of nondestructive_ing:_I'he two volumes shouId 6e read in-.... ' ....

/

sequence because much of the material in Volume II is based on facts learned in

,/

Volume I. r.l... ..... z-"
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INSTRUCTIONS

@

The pages in this book should not be read consecutively as in a conventional book. You

will be guided through the book as you read. For example, after reading page 3-12, you

may find an instruction similar to one ofthe following at the bottom of the page --

• Turn to the next page

• Turn to page 3-15

• Return to page 3-10

On many pages you will be faced with a choice. For instance, you may find a statement

or question at the bottom of the page together with two or more possible answers. Each

answer will indicate a page number. You should choose the answer you [hilikis correct

and turn to the indicated page. That page will contain further instructions.

As you progress through the book, ignore the back of each page. THEY ARE

PRINTED UPSIDE DOWN. You will be instructed when to turn the book

around and read the upside-down printed pages.

As you will soon see, it'svery simple -- just follow instructibns.

Turn to the next page.

.J
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CIIAPTER 1 -- TEST COILS I-i

In eddy current testing we find that there are three commonly used test Coils:

• Encircling coil

• Inside coil

• Surface coil (Probe)

Each of these is a coil of wire, wound such that it can be used for a specific application.

The following illustrations will give you a general idea as to their appearance:

@
SPECIMEN

\

SYMBOL ACTUAL _'_

ENCIRCLING COIL

Turn to the next page.

¢N



From page 1-i

SPECIMEN

)
ACTUAL

INSIDE COIL

1-2

O

SYM BOL

COIL

SPECIMEN f_"

ACTUAL

SURFACE COIL

W

i!l_!_

Of the three coils, which would be best for testing a one-inchldiameter metal bar ?

Encircling coil ......................................... Page 1-4

Inside coil ............................................. Page 1-5

Surface coil ...................................... . ..... Page 1-3

i
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From page 1-2 1-3

The surface coil is not a good choice. Even though it could be used, it would not do

the job as well as the encircling coil. The encircling coil evaluates the entire circum-

ference of the bar while the surface coil would only evaluate the immediate area under

its probe.

The correct choice should have been the encircling coil.

The illustration below shows an end view Of the specimen and the eddy current evalua-

tion in each instance:

@

EVALUATEDAREA

SPECIMEN

ENCIRCLINGCOIL SURFACEC01L

f_

Turn to page 1-4.

W
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Fr9m page 1-2 1-4

Good, you made the correct choice. When testing a small metal bar such as the one

described, the use of thc encircling coil would be the best choice. Itis quite obvious

that the inside coil could not be used mid itwould be quite impractical to use the surface

probe as you will see shortly.

COIL--

SPECIMEN

The encircling coil allows the specimen to pass continuously _hrough the center of the

coil. With specimens of continuous stock, speeds up to one thousand feet per minute

are possible. With the encircling coil, the entire circumference of the specimen is

evaluated at one time. This is a very important feature of the encircling ceil, a

feature that is not present with the surface coil.

The ability to evaluate the entire circumference of the specimen (when the specimen is

a bar or tube) lies with:

Encircling and surface type coils .............. : ......... Turn to page 1-6

Surface ana inside type coils ........................... Turn to page 1-8

Inside aud encircling type coils .............. , .......... Turn to page 1-7



From page 1-2 1-5

Sorry, but you made the wrong choice. The inside coil could not be used to evaluate

a solid bar specimen. The inside coil is used inside tubes or where it is necessary to

check a hollow specimen. Since the bar is solid, it becomes necessary to check it

from the outside. The correct choice is the encircling coil because the bar can be

inserted inside of the coil.

COIL

SPECIMEN

Turn to page 1-4.



From page1-4 1-6

You made an incorrect choice. If you recall, a surface coil Cannotevaluate the entire

circumference of a bar or t_tbe. A surface coil will evaluate only the portion of the

specimen directly under the coil. The "encircling" part of your answer was correct

since the encircling coil and the inside coil can evaluate a circumference.

Return to page 1-4 and make another selection.

@
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From page 1-4 1-7

D
Well done! You made the correct selection. You reccgnized that the inside coil will.

evaluate an entire circumference the same as an encircling coil. The difference of

course is that the inside coil is used to test the inside of large tubing where it

would be impractical to use an encircling coil or in cases where the wall thickness

requires that both inside and outside surfaces be tested.

{
BOBBIN

COIL

@

As you can see from the above illustration, the coil is wound on a bobbin so construc-

ted as to keep the coil centered inside the tube. This is an important requirement as

you know from your study of Volume I. The distance between the coil and the speci-

men will determine the test effectiveness. There is a disadvantage of encircling and

inside coils however; since these coils evaluate the entire circumference at one time,

they do not identify the exact location of a discontinuity. That is, the discontinuity is

detected but its exact point within the area tested is not shown.

Visualize that you have a hollow tube with a discontinuity . The general area of the

discontinuity was determined when check':ng with an encircling coil. Which of the

below listed coils could more accurately pinpoint the exact location of the discontinuity?

Encircling coil ....... ............................. Turn to page 1-9

Surface coil ...................................... Turn to page 1-11

Inside coil ...................................... Turn to page 1-10

O
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From page 1-4 1-8

You made an incorrect choice. If you recall, a surface coil cannot evaluate the entire

circumference of a bar or tube. A surface coil will evaluate only the portion of the

specimen directly under the coil. The "inside" part of your answer was correct since

the inside coil and the encircling coil can evaluate a circumference.

Return to page 1-4 and make another selection.

O

I
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From page 1-7 1-9

Ooops_ Wrong choice, remember an encircling coil and an inside coil test the

entire circumference. They indicate that there is a discontinuity somewhere in the

circumference, but do not give the exact location. This can best be done with a sur-

face coil. The surface coil, in scanning the specimen, will only detect the discontinuity

when it is directly over tt. In so doing, it will pinpoint the discontinuity to

an exact spot.

Turn to page 1-11.

O
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From page 1-7 1-10

Ooops' Wrong choice, remember an inside coil and an encircling coil test the

entire circumference. They indicate that there is a discontinuity somewhere in the

circumference, but do not give the exact location. This can best be done with a

surface coil. The surface coil, in scanning the specimen, will only detect the dis-

continuity when it is directly over it. In so doing, it will pinpoint the discontinuity

to an exact spot.

Turn to page 1-11.

O
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From page 1-7 I-ii

i'O
Right again! The surface coil is the correct coil to use for exact location of the dis-

continuity. The surface coil, also called the probe coil is normally housed in a holder

with the coilwound around a core that extends through the bottom of the housing. The

surface or probe coil can be operated by hand or automatically made to scan the sur-

face of the specimen.

Is the distance between the surface coil and the specimen an important consideration?

Yes ............................................ Turn to page 1-13

No ................... Turn to page 1-12

t
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From page 1-11 1-12

You must have forgotten the things that you learned in Volume I. Do you remember

lift-off? The distance between the coil and the specimen is a critical factor when

using a surface coil. As we learned earlier, a change in output indication can be

caused by a variation in the distance between the probe and the specimen.

Turn to page 1-13.

0



From page 1-11 1-13

Your memory servesyou well. This distance, called lift-off, between the probe and

the specimen is a very critical factor and thus must be controlled as much as possible.

By proper design of the probe and indicating equipment it is possible to eliminate some

of the lift-off effect where it presents an unwanted indication.

SPRING

c
in some surface coil pi-obes the coil ex-tension is spring-mounted such that, independent

of pressure applied by the operator, a constant spring pressure is applied to the coil

and holds it firmly against the specimen.

Does the pressure applied by the coil on the specimen have any effect on the output

_ indication ?

Yes ............................................ Turn to page 1-14

No ................. . .......................... Turn to page 1-15

119RB_WWmJ )
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From page 1-15 1-14

@

That's correct: You see that changes in pressure between the coil and the specimen

can create variations in the output indication. Another similar method of eliminating

undesirable variations in the output indications is to recess the coil into the probe

housing so that, with a constant "lift-off" distance between the coil and the specimen,

minor variations in the specimen will not be detected.

The three coils described,

• encircling

• inside

• surface

may also be classified in single or double coil arrangements.

Using the encircling coil as an example, we

illustrate the single coil type _ith the out-

put indicator connected as shown. Withthis

arrangement the indicator is connected

directly to the alternating current (ac) source.

r-f
AC

_ INDICATORh

With the double coil type, we illustrate two

separate coils: one (primary) connected to

the ac source, and the other (secondary)

is connected to the indicator.

We have learned that there are three types of

coils: (1) encircling, (2) inside, and (3) surface. Can the double coil arrangement

be used on...

encircling coils only .................................. Turn to page 1-16

encircling, inside, and surface coils ............. ......... Turn to page 1-17

@
e
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From page 1-13 1-15

No, that is not the correct choice. Ofttimes the probe is very sensitive to changes in

pressure on the specimen. This is one of the primary reasons why the coil is placed

under spring pressure. This places a constant unvarying pressure between the coil

and the specimen. If the probe is of a sensitive type (that is, one that measures very

small discontinuities) a change in pressure may change the lift-off effect enough to

give a false output indication.

The correct answer to the question "Does the pressure applied by the coil on the

specimen have any effect on the output indication?" is Yes.

Turn to page 1-14.

@
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From page 1-14 ........... 1-16

Nope, wrong choice. As we stated on page 1-14, all three coils (encircling, inside,

and surface) may be classified in either the single or double coil arrangements. A

clearer illustration is possible when using the encircling coil to show the different

applications. Hope we didn't foul you up.

Turn to page 1-17.

O
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From page 1-14 1-17

You are so right! The double coil arrangement can be used on all three; encircling

coils, inside coils, and surface coils.

Let's try another step now in our study of coils. A close look at the illustration below

will reveal that we still have only two coils but they are wound such that they are in

opposition to each other.

INDICATOR
SECONDARY lk I L I I SECONDARY 2

PR,MARY1 _/ , , // PRIMARY2

AC

@

As you can see, "PRIMARY 1" winding is wound opposite to "PRIMARY 2". Thus

the electrical fields oppose each other. The same situation exists with "SECONDARY 1"

and "SECONDARY 2".

This seems rather strange, don't you think, that they would be wound such that they

are in opposition.

Do you suppose that under such circumstances that these coils would . .

cancel each other .................................. Turn to page 1-19

double each other ................................. Turn to page 1-18

@
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From page 1-17 1-1_

Slow down there, if they oppose each other, that means they will cancel or nullify each

other. Let's have a look at the secondary coil:

INDICATOR

O

If the current in one coil (S1) is going around the specimen in a clockwise direction,

it will set up a magnetic field.

S1

Now, if we reverse the winding in the other coil ($2) such that the current will flow

counterclockwise,

S2

then the magnetic fields of S1 and $2 will oppose each other and cancel out.

Return to page 1-17 and make another selection.

° .,
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From page 1-17 1-19

Well done! With primary 1 - primary 2 in opposition, and secondary 1 - secondary 2

in opposition, the coils cancel each other. That is, their fields being equally strong

in both directions, one will nullify the other. So, when a specimen with no dis-

discontinuities is placed within the coils, there will be no indication.

Actually as seen in the next illustration, primary 1 (Pl) and secondary 1 (S1) are

wound together, primary 2 (P2) and secondary 2 ($2) likewise. The reason for this

is: P1-S1 form a coil and inspect one part of the specimen and P2-$2 form a coil and

inspect a different part of the specimen. We now have what is referred to as

differential coils.
i

®
OEFEC,.  ,,1Sl,/

COIL 1//l_ __

INDICATOR

AC

(P2-S2)

I COIL

If, in a situation like that illustrated above, there was a discontinuity in the specimen

under coil 1 (Pl-S1) while the specimen under coil 2 (P2-$2) was discontinuity free --

do you think there would be an output indication on the indicator?

Yes ............................................ Turn to page 1-21

No ....................... . ............ . ....... Turn to page 1-20

.f
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FI"OFI'I l)agc 1-19 1-20

D
Maybe we sprung that on you a little too soon. Actually this is what happens when _e

use the differential coil arrangement. When the specimen inside of one of the coils is

different (contains discontinuities) from the specimen inside of the other coil there

will be an output indication because the two coils no longer balance (equally cancel)

each other.

Turn to page 1-21.

O
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From page 1-19 1-21

Oh, how right you are: That's good thinking. There v_illbe an output indication with

a discontinuity under one coil. Here is how itworks. Assume that the differential

coils are set up with a bar or tube specimen moving through them. With no disconti-

nuities under either of the coils, the induced magnetic fields will balance or cancel

each other. Now, when a discontinuity comes along itpasses through one of the coils.

This changes the magnetic field about the coil and the balance no longer exists, there

is a difference between the two coils and they no longer cancel each other. Thus, an

output indication will appear on the indicator. Hence, the term differential. The two

coils, actually sense a difference and give a signal that a discontinuity has been

observed.

i

Since we are comparing two separate places on the same specimen, would itbe

wron_ to call this method the self-comparison method ?

Yes .......................................... Turn to page 1-22

No .......................................... Turn to page 1-23

O



From page 1-21 1--22

Yes, is the wrong answer. Since we are comparing one place on a specimen with

another place on thesame specimen, we can and do call this the self-cemparison

method - we are actually comparing the specimen with itself.

For further information turn to page 1-23.

O
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From page 1-21 1-23

O

Very good. No, is the correct answer. The method described is called the self-

comparison method. As you can see, the two coils are testing different places on

the specimen. In so doing, they actually compare the two places and only when a

difference occurs will there be an indication. You see, one coil will nearly ahvays be

inspecting an acceptable part of the specimen. Only when a discontinuity occurs will

the other coil detect it. Let's have a look:

In the first illustration, the specimen under both coils is acceptable (discontinuity free).

With no difference detected between the coils there is of course no indication.

DISCONTINUITY

/INDICATOR(SIMPLIFIED)

AC

-- m,la...-

DIRECTION
OF MOVEMENT

I{owever, when the dlscontinut_" passes under one of the coils a ........ " "",_o]-w_,,sv,, is made

with the acceptable portion and a difference is detected. Now of course we will have

an indication.

DISCONTINUITY_ I

t/INDICATOR
(SIMPLIFIED)

I m .;--

# !

AC

DIRECTION
OF MOVEMENT

Another comparison type - differential coil• arrangement- using a separate, discontinuity

free standard, would be called:

External r_ferenee .............. Turn to page 1-25

Self comparison .................................. Turn to p_ge 1-24



From page 1-23 1-24

Now, you should k_lowbetter than that. With a separate, discontinuity free standard

it _,ould not be self comparison. You may recall that self comparison is where the

coil is testing two places on the same specimen. Now we suggestedusing a separate

test specimen and so we have an external reference.

Return to page 1-23 and try again.

@
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From page 1-23 1-25

A good choice! If we use a separate test standard, we will h_,ve an external reference.

We can do this with a coil arrangement exactly the same as the self-comparison coil

only set up slightly different. A differential coil arrangement can be set up with a

carefully chosen, discontinuity free test specimen held stationary in one coil while the

specimen being tested is moving through the other coil.

( (_ _ TESTSPECIMEN

DIRECTION

OF MOTION I

AC

(P1-S1)

(P2-S2)

Y ()
INDICATOR
(SIMPLIFIED)

Here, as you can see, coil P2-$2 and the discontinuity free specimen are set up as a

standard. As the specimen being examined (test specimen) passes through coil P1-S1,

a comparison is made between the two. No indication is observed of course unless a

discontuniuty appears in the test specimen being examined. If a discontinuity passes

through coil P1-S1, it causes a change in the coil impedence and thus an ind!cation is

exhibited.

A change in the specimen size or dimension will not affect the coil impedence or give

an indication.

True .......................................... Turn to page 1-27

False .......................................... Turn to page 1-26

.t



From page 1-25 1-26

That's right! A change in size or dimension will change the fill-factorratio of coil

diam'eter to specimen diameter such that an indication is exhibited. With this concept

in mind you can see how dimensional changes can be detected by eddy current methods.

There are various arrangements of the three major types of coils that are divided into

different classes. Some of these we discussed earlier. As you recall from the previous

pages, we started with a single coil around the specimen.

j-f

L-_ INDICATOR

@

This single coil will inspect only the area under the coil and does not compare it with

itself (self-comparison) or with a standard (external reference). Because it tests

the specimen without a comparison, we call it "absolute".

In the illustration below, the coil system is:

--! INDICATOR

?,

absolute i . " Turn to page 1-28

differential ...................................... Turn to page 1-29

i



From page 1-25 1-27

That will never do, you learned in Volume I that a change in dimension in the test

specimen would change the impedenee in the coil - especially where fill-factor is

involved. If you recall, the fill-factor is a ratio of the coil diameter and the specimen

diameter. A change in tile specimen size will change this ratio and an indication will

be received.

"Darn to page 1-26.

O
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From page 1-26 1-28

"O
Very good! This is a little confusing but you made the correct choice. You recog-

nized that even though there were two coils, they were testing only the specimen

that passed through them. They made no self comparison or external reference

comparison. The illustrations below may help.

ABSOLUTE

-T-f

L'-'I INDICATOR

DIFFERENTIAL

SINGLE COIL (ENCIRCLING)

I I
AC

I. INDICATOR t

SELF
COMPARISON

0

ABSOLUTE

INDICATOR

m AC

DIFFERENTIAL

STANDARD I INDICATOR I SPECIMEN

0

DOUBLE COIL (ENCIRCLING)

Do you think that single and double coil arrangements for testing could be applied to

specimens other than tubes or cylinders ?

Yes ........................................... Turn to page 1-30

No ........................................... Turn to page 1-31
J



From page 1-26 1-29

Wrong choice ! You forgot that the differential coil makes a comparison, either self

comparison or external reference. You see, the differential coil arrangement

measures the difference between thespecimen under test and the specimen used for

comparison.

c;-Sf

SELF COMPARISON

INDICATOR I

EXTERNAL REFERENCE

DIFFERENTIAL COIL

@ The absolute coil system simply gives an indication of what passes through its coil

without any comparison.

INDICATORF_

i, D-T

_ AC

Turn to page 1-28.
ABSOLUTE COiL

"b
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From page 1-28 1-30

Good thinking! Eddy current tests have many different applications and many different

types of test may be conducted. In fact we have a separate chapter (Chapter 3) designed

especially to show the various applications and uses of eddy current testing.

The same principle of absolute and differential coil systems apply to the other two

types of coil (internal and surface) each having a specific and useful purpose.

Turn to page 1-32 for a short review.

t
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From page 1-28 1-31

We didn't mean to mislead you by making all of the illustrations using tubes or

cylinders for example specimens. In actuality, specimens of many different shapes

and sizes are tested with eddy current. Using the methods described previously we

can test plates, thin sheets, inside parts, thickness, and many other objects. We

wUl discuss these others in Chapter 3.

Now turn to page 1-30.

f
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From page 1-31 1-32

O

@

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 1

TEST COILS

1. The three most commonly used test coils are:

a. Encircling coil

b. Inside coil

c. Surface coil (probe)

2. The encircling coil is used on rods, tubes, cylinders, or wire.

3. The inside coil is used on tubes or pieces that have the inside accessible for

coil insertion.

4. The surface coil (probe) is used on plates, sheets, or irregular shaped articles.

5. With the encircling and inside coils, the entire circumference of the specimen is

evaluated at one time.

6. The surface coil has the advantage of being able to better pinpoint the exact

location of the discontinuity.

7. The distance, called lift-0ff, between the coil and the specimen is a very critical

factor and thus must be controlled as much as possible.

8. T hisisasingleeoil-absolute... _-/_/'_--f _)

10.

This is a double coil - absolute...

This is a single coil - differential..

(Self-comparison)

J

, ,\iAC

_[ INDICATOR !

11. This is a double coil - differential...

(Self-comparison)

• ._tmHm_m )

INDICATOR

AC

.f



From page 1-32 1-33

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 1 (Cont)

12. In the differentialcoil arrangement, the coils oppose each other and give a zero

output when no discontinuity exists.

13. This is a self-comparison type coil...

(Double coil - differential)

i INDICATOR I

@

E

AC

,it

14,

15.

This is an external comparison type.

It uses a separate discontinuity free standard

for comparison...

(Double coil - differential)
STANO_:_ I' INDICATOR I _PECIME_'_

ULTj

By various arrangements of electrical circuits, surface coils and inside coils

will also use these different coil systems.

Im_glg_gm,)
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From page 1-33

l* The next few pages are different from the ones which you have been reading.

There are arrows on this page. (Write in the correct number of arrows.)

Do not read the frames below. FOLLOW THE ARROW and turn to the TOP of

the next page. There you will find the correct word for the blank line above.

.

t

Inside coil

Identify this type of coil:

Answer

11. Surface

12. The distance between the surface coil and the specimen is called

b

17. self-comparison

18. The use of a separate specimen established as a standard for a specific

test is called the:

• . . self-comparison method.

• . . external reference method.

1-3-'.



From page 1-34 1-5-

ra_-.,-.

This is the _}_swer to tile blank ]

in Frame number 1.

1. four __Frame 2 is next

2. These sections will provide a review of the material you have covered to this

point. There will be one or more blanks in each f

Turn to the next page. _
Follow the arrow

6. encircling coil

7. Which of the three basic coils would be used when checking for discontinuities

in metal plates.

Answer

m

12. lift-off

13. The double coil arrangement can be used on:

1. One type of coil? 2. Two types of coils? 3. Three types of coils?

18. external reference method

,. _ m --

19. Will a change in specimen size generally give an indication?

Yes No



From page 1-35 1-3_

2. frame

g By following the arrows or instructions you will be directed to the section

which follows in sequence. Each section presents information and requires

the filling in of

7. Surface

So Which of the three basic coils would probably no___tbe used for checking

tubing or cylinders.

Answer

13. All three types of coils.

14. In the double coil arrangement the indicator is not connected to the

ac source.

True False

19. Yes

20. When a comparison is not made with a differential coil it is termed:

a. Absolute b. External reference
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From page 1-36

3. blanks (or spaces ol- words)

I _= ,I i

. List the three basic coil types.

1. 2. ,

8. Surface coil

. Will a surface probe evaluate the entire circumference of a specimen

at one time ?

Yes No

1.4. True

I I

With a differential coil arrangement, are the coils wound in opposition

to themselves ?

Yes.__ No

i

20. Absolute

21. Can the absolute test equipment be wound with both single and double coil

arrangement ? "

Yes .__ No __

I

| l Jl --' I I X_" .... I I
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Encircling coil

Inside coil

Surface coil

10.

5. Identify this type of coil.

9. No

!5. Yes

16.

21. Yes

22.

il I I

Answer

Return to page 1-34,

frame 6

Will an inside coil test the entire inside circumference of a tube at one

time ?

Yes __ No

With differential coil arrangement the coils are wound such that they cancel

out and give a zero indication.

True False

Tubes and cylinders are the only specimens that can be tested with
J

the absolute method.

True False
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10.

11.

16.

,

17.

You should not have turned to this page. The instructions were to return

to page 1-34, frame 6, and continue with the review.

Return to page 1-34,frame 6.

Yes i

To more accurately pinpoint the exact location of a discontinuity, which coil

would you use ?

1. Encircling _ Return to page 1-34,

2. Inside 3. Surface _ frame 12.

True

22. False

When we compare two separate places on the same specimen, we call it

the - method.

Return to page 1-34,frame 18.

Continue on to page 2-1.

J



CtlADTER 2 -- METItODS AND INDICATIONS 2-1

O

There are, at present, many eddy current test instruments in use. Their design,

many times varies considerably from theoretical standards but always for a specific

test purpose. A few but not all of the instrument design variations will be presented

in this chapter.

Since we have previously discussed the three main types of coils, (the encircling,

inside, and surface coils} let's have a look at some of the methods of testing and the

different test indications.

Impedance Testing - From Vohane I you learned that impedance (the sum of reactance

and resistance) is the total opposition to current flow in an ac circuit. Some of the

eddy current test equipment is designed such (in its electrical circuitry) that it indi-

cates the magnitude of the impedance changes in the circuit. In other words, it senses

variations in magnitude of the circuit impedance. These variations in magnitude are,

of course, caused by changes in the test specimen being evaluated. Any change in the

specimen conductivity, magnetic permeability or dimension will effect changes in the

test coil impedance. The magnitude of these changes is then sensed and displayed on

a test meter or cathode ray tube (CRT). Generally speaking, most discor_inuities

such as cracks, holes, inclusions, porosity, dents, or unwanted dimension changes

will change the test coil impedance.

Turn to the next page.

®
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From page 2-i 2-2

The meter or CRT deflection is proportional to the magnitude of the variation. This

means that if the defect is small, a small indication is received and a large discontinuity

will give a correspondingly large indication at the meter or CRT.

LARGEDEFECT. I

_ AC _

A very important factor that must be remembered is that the indication reveals only

one thing, that a change in impedance h__s taken _'ac_ e. It ;s not ,_,_c;;,1,_ ,,¢'_

impedance testing method, to identify from the test indicator which property of the

specimen caused the impedance change. It could have been a crack, change in speci-

men size, change in alloy, or many other characteristics of the specimen, but the

indicator still only sees an impedance change.

Impedance testing is often used to distingxlish between cracks in the specimen and

changes in diameter.

True .......................................... Turn to page 2-3

False .......................................... Turn to page 2-4

_)
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From page 2-2 2-3

True is the wrong answer - sorry! Any change in the specimenthat will change its

_mpedance will give an indication. From this indication it is impossible to tell whether

the specimen has a discontinuity, crack, inclusion, or a change in its diameter.

Changes in the specimens dimension cannot be distinguished from conductivity or

permeability changes by the test instrument.

Turn to the next page.

@
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From page 2-2 2-4

False! Good, that's the correct answer. The indicator only indicates changes in the

coil impedance and has no way of determining just what caused the change in coil

impedance.

This is not a disadvantage however. Since the instrument is sensitive to these im-

pedance changes, any significant change in dimension, conductivity, or permeability,

would be worthy of display. Furthermore, the specimen could be evaluated further

by other means or it may be rejected on the basis that whatever the cause of the im-

pedance change was sufficient to reject the specimen.

The greatest disadvantage to impedance testing is that, because of equipment design

characteristics, it is much more sensitive to dimensional changes than it is to con-

ductivity or magnetic permeability. Thus, an indication may be caused by a very

small dimensional change or a fairly large conductivity change. For example, a 1%

diameter change in a cylinder would give the same indication as a 20% conductivity

change. Since a 1% dimensional change is usually acceptable, a 20% conductivity

change usually is not, and it would seem that the use of such equipment would be pri-

marily in the search for dimensional changes or ifused for conductivity variations

the specimen dimension would have to be very constant.

On the first page of this chapter we indicated thatwe would have a look at some of the

methods of testing. From thiswould you expect that there would be other methods

besides impedance testing?

Yes ........................................... Turn to page 2-5
f

No ........................................... Turn to page 2-6

O
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From page 2-4 2-5

Yes. Very good, you have again made the correct choice. There are other methods

and the next one we will study is:

Reactance Testing - In the section of impedance testing we just discussed how a change

in the coil impedance was monitored and displayed to indicate the presence of dis-

continuities or variations in the test specimen. With reactance testing we set up a

somewhat different circuit arrangement. So that we don't get too involved with cir-

cuits, let's just say simply that we have added an oscillator to our equipment. From

this oscillator we get our indication.

Q
OSCII.LATOR J

I
I

INDICATOR j

Rather than monitor the impedance change in the coil, we connect our indicator to

the oscillator and monitor the frequency changes in the oscillator.

Can you identify the above coil arrangement.

Is this coil:

a double coil differential type .......................... Turn to page 2-7

a double coil absolute type ............................ Turn to page 2-8

.f

.f



From page 2-4 2-6

O
NO? ? ? Holy Cow! We said we were going to have a look at some, and so we are.

Actually, the next one will be Reactance testing.

Turn to page 2-5.

.i
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,@
Have you forgotten already? It seems that you have. This is an absolute coil arrange-

ment. As you can see, it makes no comparison and thus reads no difference. The

differential coil, either the self-comparison or external reference, if you recall,

makes a comparison and then indicates a difference.

If you are still unsure, check on page 1-28.

O

O
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From page 2-5

That is correct, your memory serves you well.

ment.

2-6

/

It is a double coil absolute arrange-

Of course, the circuit shown is simplified but it should give you the general picture

necessary. Let's attack this thing and see if we can get the picture of how it works.

First of all, we will set up a fundamental frequency in the oscillator separate from the

ac input. This is no problem, but for the time being forget the ac input and concen-

trate on the fundamental frequency at the oscillator. Our indicator will monitor this

fundamental frequency and display any changes on a meter or CRT. Very good, now

let's see what could cause this frequency to change. Let's start by saying that all

physical discontinuities of the test specimen which register a change in the test coil

will change the frequency in the oscillator. This change will then be displayed by the

indicator.

C---
AC

DISCONTINUITY

",C
/ SPECIMEN

OSCILLATOR /__

CHANGE I_ INDICATES

FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE IN

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

This method of testing is called:

Impedance testing .................................. Turn to page 2-9

Reactance testing .................................. Turn to page 2-10

t
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From page 2-8 2-9

Come come, impedance testing was the first one we studied. This method is reactance

testing. We know; you're curious to know how reactance fits into this picture and

what reactance is. Well, turn to page 2-10 and you will find out.

O
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From page 2-8 2-10

Reactance testing is correct. Now itTs time that we define the term reactance.

You had an exposure to reactance in Volume I, so you should know something about it.

To refresh your memory - reactance is an opposition to the change in current flow.

Letts see what happens. When we get a discontinuity or dimension change in the test

specimen, we will get a change in eddy current flow in the area of the discontinuity.

Now since reactance opposes changes in current flow, the whole arrangement is

effected and the fundamental frequency at the oscillator will change. This in turn

causes an indication on the meter or CRT.

'This type testing will indicate, by a change in frequency, any variation of from 1% up;

changes in conductivity, dimension, or permeability. Here is an example to give you

some feel for reactance testing:

With the oscillator on our test coiI set at a frequency of about 2900 cps (cycles per

second), and an alumir.um rod 1 inch in diameter being passed through the coil, a

temperature change of 2°C to 3°C in the rod will change the frequency about 3 or 4 cps.

This is due primarily to the conductivity change in fine aluminum brought about by the

chm_ge in temperature.

An eddy current test method which is based upon the specimen changing the frequency

of the oscillator is called the . . .

• • • impedance testing method ......................... Turn to page 2-12

• . • reactance testing method .......................... Turn to page 2-11

e
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O
That is correct, reactance testing method• In the impedance method, the equipment

is sensitive to the impedance changes. But in reactance testing the equipment indi-

cates any significant change in oscillator frequency.

The limitations of reactance testing, like impedance testing, makes it impossible to

distinguish between conductivity, permeability, and dimensional changes. Also at

certain frequencies, insignificant di_raeter changes of only 1% would give the same

• indication as a very significant crack with 5% depth•

With the information thatyou now have, which of the methods listed do you think could

distinguish conductivity changes from dimension and permeability?

Impedance testing Turn to page 2-13

Reactance testing Turn to page 2-14• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Feedback - controlled testing .............. ............ Turn to page 2-15

V
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Wrong choice. Impedance testing provides an indication when an impedance change

is detected. Reaclance testing indicates changes in oscillator frequency.

Return to page 2-1 and cover material again for reinforcement of these two methods.

@
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@

Ir

No, that's not correct. Impedance testing, as we have mentioned on the prececding

pages, will not distinguish between conductivity, permeability, and dimension changes

in the specimen.

Return to page 2-11 and make another selection.

@
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From page 2-11 2-14

No, that's not correct. Reactance testing, as we have stated before, cannot distin-

guish between permeability, dimension, and conductivity changes in the test specimen.

Return to page 2-11 for another try.

@
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Nice going! You remembered that neither impedance or reactance testing can distin-

guish between the three main variables (conductivity, permeability, and dimension).

You chose feedback-controlled testing, which is the correct choice. It can distinguish

between some variables. Let's find out how.

Feedback-Controlled Testing. A moment ago you learned that the impedance testing

and reactance testing methods were unable to separate or distinguish dimensional (D)

and permeability (u) changes from conductivity (or) changes. From Volume I, we

learned that the eddy current flow in the specimen will generate a certain amount of

heat. This heat that is generated represents a loss of energy in the circuit. With

this in mind, let's consider further .....

In the feedback-controlled testing method we have a setup similar to this:

O
i

I INDICATOR IL/R RATIO

OSCILLATOR

FEED-BACK

COIL

m

_[ SPECIMEN 1

1

HEAT LOSS IFEED-BACK F

A brief description on the following page will show that the oscillator actually senses

the ratio of inductance to resistance and displays this ratio on the indicator.

Turn to the next page.

r
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The oscillator test frequency in the coil is induced into the specimen. There, due to

the variables of the specLmen, a heat loss takes place and a change in the I/R (induc-

tance to resistance} ratio takes place. This new ratio is then sent back (feedback} to

the coil and the oscillator and the new ratio is shown on the indicator. With the use

of special feedback circuits, it is possible to eliminate or reduce the effect of induc-

tance or the resistance whichever is desired. Then, in a certain instance, the ratio

will change only when the desired variation in the specimen is present. Even though

the test signal is usually indicated on a meter, this sig_al has horizontal and vertical

components. By rotating the horizontal and vertical components it is a!so possible to

make the resistance (conductivity} changes appear in the vertical direction. In this

way all changes may, with selected feedback circuits, be directed on the vertical com-

ponent. Thus the feedback circuits have separated the variables so that one variable

or the other can be indicated separately on the meter.

On the past few pages we have studied which of the following:

CRT Vector Point Testing,

CRT Ellipse Testing, and

CRT Linear Time-Base Testing? ....... .......... Turn to page 2-!7

Impedance Testing,

Reactance Testing, and

Feedback-Controlled Testing? ......................... Turn to page 2-18

./



From page 2-16 2-17

You read the question wrong, we have been studying:

Impedance Testing,

Reactance Testing, and

Feedback-Controlled Testing

tIowever, we will now be studying:

CRT Vector Point Testing,

CRT Ellipse Testing, and

CRT Linear Time-Base Testing.

Turn to page 2-18.

®
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That wasn't hard was it. The three testing methods just completed were:

• Impedance,

$ Reactance, and

• Feedback-Controlled.

Generally speaking, these three methods indicate test results on a meter..

METER

@

@

.... rather than on a cathode ray tube (CRT).

CRT

A cathode ray tube could have been used in the above methods but to no particular

advantage. The reason for this is, because of the nature of the three tests, no useful

Information can be received from the shape of the test signal. With the use of a meter,

- .only the presence of a discontinuity and tts relative stze can be indicated.

If the shape or relative position of the test signal has information valuable to the test,

it is necessary to use a...

meter .......................................... Turn to page 2-19

cathode ray tube .................................. Turn to page 2-20

J
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It appears that you have missed the point. The question was, "If the shape or relative

position of the test signal has information valuable to the test, it is necessary to use

a.. ". You chose "meter" as your answer. The correct answer is "cathode ray tube"

because the cathode ray tube will give information about the shape and position of the

test signal, the meter will not. The meter only indicates two things:

1. A discontinuity exists.

2. Its approximate size.

Return to page 2-18 and try again.

O
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@

That's correct! The cathode ray tube will reveal (with proper circuits} things about

the test signal that the meter will not•

In the three methods that follow -

• Vector Point,

• Ellipse, and

• Linear Time-Base -

the relative position, shape or phase of the test signal can be meaningful in the evalua-

tion of a test specimen• Each of these three methods display the test information on

the screen of the cathode ray tube. This type of equipment is designed to reveal as

much as possible about the test specimen and its discontinuities•

Vector Point Method• First on the list of the three cathode ray tube methods is the

vector point• This, as the name implies, displays on the cathode ray tube a point

rather than the expected wave shape•

THIS NOT THIS

0

The circuit design for vector point equipment is such that the signal from the test

coils will always be displayed as a point of light•

DO you suppose that if a discontinuity appears in the specimen that the point of light

would change to a line or wave form ?

Yes Turn to page 2-22

No Turn to page 2-21• • • -o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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:O
Excellent! The correct answer is no. It makes no difference what changes may appear

at the test coils, the display will always be a point of light.

As you know from Volume I, the output of the test Coil appears as two voltages (V1

and V2} and they are 90 ° out of phase.

V1

V2

Vl CORRESPONDS "10 THE MAGNETIC
AND DIMENSION CHANGES AND
V2 THE CONDUC'IIVITY CHANGES.

If these voltages were combined (by a special vector addition), their resultant (VR}

would give a point thus:

O
V1

_._/_i "_ CONDUCTIVITY

VR/ PO,NT
I

/ !_"_'_ DIMEN S, ON AND
._ Jl PERMEABILITY

V2

v,
V2

Vl S
V2

As you can see, changes in the conductivity, dimension and permeability will ch_31ge

the position of the point.

With a change in dimension or permeability, would the point of light move

horizontally ...................................... Turn to page 2-23

verticalty : .............................. _ ....... Turn to page 2-24

m
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That is incorrect. Your answer should have been no. The display, when using vector

point equipment, will not change to a shape other than the point of light. This equip-

ment is designed so that, no matter what the variations in the specimen might be,

the display will be a point of lighton the cathode ray tube.

Turn to page 2-21.

O
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O
"horizontally" is incorrect.

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

Take another look at this illustration:

v1

J CONDUCTIVITY

_ POINT

I

I'''--D IMEN SiON ANDI PERMEABILITY
._1

V2

0

The question was "with a change in dimension or permeability, would the point of

light move - horizontally"

- vertically"

Well, as shown in the illustration, the dimension and permeability changes correspond

to the vertical (up and down) movement of the point. Your answer should have been

vertically for dimension or permeab':lity changes.

Turn to page 2-24.

o
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"vertically" - That's right, good for you. You should now remember that vertical (up

and down) changes are dimension and permeability changes in the specimen. Obviously,

conductivity changes in the specimen will produce horizontal movements of the point.

If there is no discontinuity in the specimen, the point will not move.

This point, as wehave said before, is displayed on the cathode ray tube as a point of

light.

The lines crossing at the center of the cathode ray tube make it possible to evaluate

the type of discontinuity in the specimen and its magnitude.

In the Vector-Point Method, the indication then is on the CRT and is a point of iight

whose position will vary as the properties of the test specimen vary. The point will

move vertically and horizontally.

If the vertical movement represents dimensional and permeability variations and the

-horizontal movement represents conductivity variations, is it possible to separate the

conductivity properties of the specimen from other properites by observing the point

on the CRT?

Yes ........................................... Turn to page 2-26

No ............................................ Turn to page 2-25
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From page 2-24 2-25

Incorrect! The correct answer is "Yes". The question, "is it possible to separate

the conductivity properites of the specimen from other properties by observing the

point on the CRT", should have been answered - yes.

You see, on the previous page we learned that the conductivity variations of a speci-

men will move the point of light horizontally on the CRT. The dimension and per-

meability variations move the point vertically on the CRT. So it is possible to

separate the two by observing the point on the CRT.

Turn to page 2-26.

/
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O Correct! It is possible to separate the conductivity properties from the other prop-

erties of the specimen. For example, If we have a discontinuity (conductivity

change) in the specimen, the point on the CRT will move

J

_FROM HERE

HORIZONTAL

If we have a dimension change the point may move

O

..--.----FROM HERE

TO'HERE __,_

VERTICAL

So you see it may move anywhere on the CRT and its movement will help identify the

discontinuity in the specimen. As mentioned, if there is no disco_.tinu_ty detected,

the point will not move.

Is it possible to separate dimension changes from permeal_ility changes ?

Yes ................................ Turn to page 2-27

No ............................................ Turn to page 2-28

.f
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O
Ooops - Sorry, that is not correct! Maybe you read the question wrong. You should

recall from Volume I that you calmot separate dimension and permeability properties.

Could you have been thinking of conductivity? You can separate conductivity from

other properties (dimension and permeability).

Remember now ?

Good, let's go back to page 2-26 and have another go at that question.

v
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Correct! You remembered that dimension and permeability chm_ges calmot be sep-

arated. They both move the vector point in the vertical (up and down) direction.

Since the conductivity is perpendicular (90 degrees out of phase) it can be separated

from the other properties.

Let's consider a situation where we want to test for conductivity variables and nothi_g

else. First we have to eliminate the other variables (dimension and permeability) so

we can easily identify conductivity discontinuities. If you recall, we can, by magnetic

saturation of the specimen, eliminate permeability. Now all we have left are con-

ductivity and dimension. Our next step is to do something about the dimensional

properties. This is how it is done.

Turn to the next page.
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The illustration below shows a simplified diagram of our test set up.

I I

SATURATION

STANDARD

SPECIMEN

AC
PROCESSING

CIRCUITS I ti :i •

.I
PHASE 1SHIFTER

With the standard and test specimen inside the test coils as shown and permeability

eliminated by magnetic saturation, we get a point on the CRT. With the use of the

PHASE SHIFTER control we can position the point of light so that it is on the vertical

line -

@

Now any change in conductivity will move the point of light horizontally

LE FT OR

./ __ ,.@'. !

RIGHT

The distance it moves will indicate the magnit-ade of the discontinuity.

Changes iil dimension will move the point... .__

right Page 0left o o

up or down on the vertioal line ............................... Page 2-31
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"left or right" is wrong. Conductivity changeswill move the point left or right (hori-

zontal) but the dimension changeswill move the point up or downon the vertical line.

Better go back to page 2-29 and try that one again.

O
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O

V

That is correct! Dimension changes in the specimen will move the point up or down

on the vertical line. This same general method could be used when testing for dimen-

sional variations by a simple re-arrangement of the equipment•

Ellipse Method• If you recall, in Volume I you were shown that the cathode ray tube

had two vertical plates and two horizontal plates• With the Vector-Point Method, the

value V1 was placed on the vertical plates and the value V2 was placed on the horizon-

tal plates.

V2 .¸

HORIZONTAL
PLATE

The resultant (VR), by special vector addition, was resolved and displayed as a point

on the cathode ray tube•

V1

V2

POINT

In the ellipse method, would you expect the indication en the cathode ray tube to be a

point of light similar to the Vector-Point Method ?

Yes Page 2 33

No Page 2 32

Dor.'t know Page 2 34
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O
"No" That's correct, you will not see a point, you will see an ellipse. We assume

from your choice that you know what an ellipse is o If not, turn to page 2-34 for a

quick look and then return here.

In the ellipse method the voltage VR (resultant) is placed on the vertical plates of

the cathode ray tube.

v1 /
V2

When the two specimens are the same, a zero differential output will give us a point

of light in the center of the cathode ray tube between the two vertical plates.

@ STANDARD

TEST SPECIMEN

jTEST COIL SECONDARY

PROCESSING

CIRCUITS

If we did not have a zero differential output from the coils, we would have a line be-

tween the...

:@

vertical plates .......................................... Page 2-35

• horizontal plates ............... ......................... Page 2-36
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From page 2-31 2-33

That's incorrect! The correct answer is - no. The vector-point method displays a

point. The ellipse method displays" an ellipse. Do you lmow what an ellipse is ? Well

for those of you that do not, it is a circle or ring as it appears from an angle. If you

look at a ring or circle, head-on, it looks like this:

CIRCLE

If you look at a ring or circle from its side, it looks like this:

/ LINE

@ Now if you look at a ring or circle from any other angle, it becomes _m ellipse.

These are shapes you will see on the cathode ray tube in the ellipse method.

Turn to page 2-32.

J
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From page 2-31 2-34

"don't know" - O.K. let's find out. Since the vector-point method shows a point, it

seems natural that the ellipse method would display an ellipse on the cathode ray tube.

An ellipse is really just a ring or circle as it appears from different angles. If you

look at a ring or circle head-on, it looks like this:

If you look at the same ring from its side, it looks like a line:

@ Now if you look at the ring from any other angle, it becomes an ellipse.

In the ellipse method you are actually seeing a ring on the cathode ray tube; but you

see it either from the side..

A LINE

or from an angle.

Turn to page 2-32.
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That's correct! We would have a line (up and down movement of the point) between

the vertical plates•

Now what are we going to do about the horizontal plates ?

from the signal generator on the horizontal plates.

_ GENERATORAv

Well let's put an ac signal

O

This would give us a line between the horizontal plates of the CRT caused by the point

being moved back and forth by the ae voltage from the generator. Sonow we have:

STANDARD

r 1

GENERATOR I

TEST SPECIMEN

"7 -- "T / TEST COIL/2

l CiRCUiTS
I

If the display on the CRT is not positioned properly, we can position it by adjusting

the. o .

PHASE SHIFTER ........................................ Page 2-37

CHANNEL SELECTOR ' Page 2 38



From page2-32 2-36

That's wrong! We would have a line (up and down movement of the point) between the

vertical plates.

(_-'_STANDARD

As yet we have nothing applied to the horizontal plates, and the differential signal

from the test coils will just move the point up and down between the vertical plates,

Turn to page 2-35 for the next exciting episode.

O
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"PHASE SHIFTER" Very good, that is correct• The phase shifter serves the same

purpose for the ellipse method as it did for the vector-point method• It positions the

display horizontally on the cathode ray tube• And with the PHASE SHIFTER added,

our illustration is complete•

) STANDARD

TEST SPECIMEN

I

I PROC SSNC I]CIRCUITS

SHIFTER

_L

T
I

@ Now let's get down to the real business at hm_d• What do we see on the CRT and what

does it mean?

Let's see how good your memory is. Will the ellipse method of eddy current testing

separate or distinguish conductivity from dimension - permeability.

Yes ................................................. Page 2-39

No Page 2-40

r . .



From page 2-35 2-38

O
Sorry, these cathode ray tubes are not TV sets.

CRT's do not have chmmel selectors.

Your choice should have been PHASE SHIFTER.

And as yet, most ellipse method

Turn to page 2-37.

O

I
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O

Good! You remembered. The ellipse method, like the vector-point method and the

linear time-base method, will separate the conductivity from the other variables.

We have said that we can separate the variables so now we will show you how. But

first, since the dimension and permeability variables will have the same effect on the

CRT display, it would be much simpler if we eliminated the permeability variable so

that only dimension changes would be displayed. We can do this the same way we did

in the vector-point method by placing a strong magnetic field around the standard and

test specimens. This is called magnetic saturation and will cancel out any perme-

ability variation in the test.

Now the only variables left are conductivity and dimension.

With the ellipse method we can see any discontinuity or variation caused by either of

these variables.

By the use of magnetic saturation the test coil will respond to..

Dimension and permeability ................................. Page 2-41

Conductivity and permeability ............................... P_ge 2--42

Conductivity and dimension ................................. Page 2-43

J
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From page2-37 2-40

A

O You must have forgotten. The ellipse method, like the vector-point method and the

linear time-base method, will separate the conductivity from the other variables.

Turn to page 2-39.

@

@
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Wrong - "Conductivity and dimension" is the correct answer. Magnetic saturation

will eliminate permeability effects on the test coil.

By the use of magnetic saturation, regardless of the magnetic properties of the speci-

men under test, the magnetizing effect of the magnetic field will reduce to essentially

zero the effects of the permeability variable. Thus, if we saturate (magnetically) all

of the test specimens, we have in effect removed one variable.

Return to page 2-39 and try again.

O
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From page 2-39 2--,12

Wrong - "Conductivity and dimension" is the correct answer. Magnetic saturation

will eliminate permeability effects on the test coil.

By the use of magnetic saturation, regardless of the magnetic properties of the speci-

men under test, the magnetizing effect of the magnetic field will reduce to essentially

zero the effects of the permeability variable. Thus, if we saturate (magnetically) all

of the test specimens, we have in effect removed one variable.

Return to page 2-39 and try again.

O
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Correct! Conductivity and dimension are the only variables left when magnetic sat-

uration is used to eliminate the permeability variable.

As you may recall from a few pages back, the display on the CRT will be a straight

line.

This condition indicates that there is an ac

signal on the horizontal plates and zero

differential voltage (standard and test speci-

men are the same) from the test coils on

the vertical plates.

@

Now let's see what happens when we get a change in dimension. After all of our dis-

cussion you probably expect to see an ellipse on the CRT - but not yet. A change in

dimension will just tilt the horizontal line as

shown in this illustration.

\
A dimension change will not noticably change

the phase of the signal on the test coil, but it '_ _ j

will give a difference in voltage. So now we _
no longer have a zero differential from the _'_:_

test coil. We have a voltage difference, but

the test signal is still in phase with the signal on the horizontal plates. Thus our

straight line remains straight but is inclined. A straight line results because, when

two voltages having the same phase are applied simultaneously to the horizontal and

vertical plates of the CRT, a straight line will result.

A dimension change will display an...

inclined straight line ............................... . ...... Page 2-44

ellipse .................... : ............ ._. ............ Page 2-45



From page 2-43 2-44

Nice going] You got the right answer. A dimension change(tube dia_neter, ihictmess

or shape)will give an inclined straight line on the cathoderay tube.

Supposethat rather than a dimension changewe have a crack or discontinuity in the

specimen that gives us a conductivity change in the coil. Ah ha' Now we get an

ellipse - finally.

_k k !

O

O
t

Yes, an ellipse is displayed on the cathode ray tube when the specimen discontinuity

gives a conductivity change in the coils. However, unlike the dimension change, we

now get a phase change on the signal to the vertical plates rather than a voltage change.

This phase change causes the horizontal straight line to open up into an ellipse.

NO DEFECT CONDUCTIVITY DEFECT

At this point would you say that by using the ellipse method, it is possible to separate

the conductivity variable from the dimension variable ?

Yes ................................................. Page 2-46

No .................................................. Page 2-47
i

° . •



From page 2-43 2-45

You should l_'now better Khan that.

line on the CRT.

A dimension change will display an inclined straight

,Not an ellipse.

Turn to page 2-44.

O
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cr ,By George, that's rtoht. You remember• A dimensional change in the speci-

men will display an inclined straight line on the cathode ray tube and a con-

ductivity change in the specimen will display an ellipse on the cathode ray tube.

At this point then, we have the following displays that have definite meaning:

NO DISCONTINUITIES

(DIFFERENTIAL COIL BALANCE) !!

DIMENSIONAL DISCONTINUITIES

(VOLTAGE CHANGE)

@
CONDUCTZVITY DISCONTINUITIES

(PHASE CHANGE)

,' "X !

If a display on the cathode ray tube looked like

this, would you suspect ....

i

a dimensional discontinuity - Page 2-48

conductivity discontinuity Page 2-49"-a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

b th di ity ity 50o a mension and a conductiv discontinu ................... Page 2-

_)

.f
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O
That's not right! The ellipse method will separate conductivity and dimensional

changes. Remember, a dimensional change will display an inclined straight l_me and

a conductivity change will display an ellipse.

Turn to page 2-46,

@
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From page 2-46 2-48

That's only partially right. You recognized that the display was inclined and that's

good. That means that there is a dimension change. However, you should have noted

that it is not a straight line but is an ellipse. Since an ellipse indicates a conductivity

change we can only draw one conclusion and that is that we have both dimension and

conductivity discontinuities.

Turn to page 2-50.

@
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From page 2-46 2-49

@
That's almost right. You recognized that ttle display was an ellipse and that's good.

Tha_ means that there is a conductivity change. However, you should have noted that

it is not on the horizontal line but is inclined. Since an inclined display indicates a

dimension change we can only draw one conclusion and that is that we have both dimen-

sion and conductivity discontinuities.

Turn to page 2-50.

.j'
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-$
Very good! An ellipse indicates conductivity changes and the inclined axis of the

ellipse indicates a dimension change so we must therefore have both.

Without spending too much more time, it would be Well to mention here that a great

deal can be learned about the specimen by an experienced operator using the ellipse

method. For example, by observing the relative position and shape of the CRT display,

it is possible to determine just how much the dimension has changed. It is also poss-

ible to determine the approximate depth and length of a discontinuity. This is done by

observing the angle of inclination for dimension changes and the size of the opening of

the ellipse for conductivity.

®

DIMENSION

CONDUCTIVITY

BOTH DIMENSION

AND CONDUCTIVITY

Turn to the next page.

SMALL CHANGE

SMALL CHANGE

SMALL CHANGE

i ....

LARGE CHANGE

LARGE CHANGE

LARGE CHANGE



From page 2-50 2-51

Q

:@

L__near Time-Base Method

I1/Volume i you had a good introduction to the linear time-base method of eddy current

testing. If you recall, this method in some respects is like the ellipse method in that

two separate signals were placed on the vertical and horizontal plates of the cathode

ray tube.

Assuming a similar condition, that of using differential coils (coils in opposition), we

will have a signal from the coils that will indicate the presence of any discontinuity

in the test specimen. This signal will be placed on the vertical plates of the cathode

ray tube just as it was in the ellipse method. However, a different type of signal will

be placed on the horizontal plates in the linear tlme-base method. This different

type of signal is a saw-tooth shaped signal. (NOTE - These illustrations are signals

placed on the horizontal plates, they are not displayed on the CRT.)

SAW-TOOTH VOLTAGE

LINEAR TIME-BASE METHOD _ _ _

If you recall the horizontal signal in the ellipse method was an ae . . .

SINOS01DALVOLTAGE

ELLIPSE METHOD

With a signal from the test coil on the vertical plates, which of the above signals

would give a display like this, if placed on the horizontal plates ?

(Be careful, this is tricky)

Saw-tooth voItage ............. -. ............ -. ........... Page 2-53

_)-,usuldal_'_• ^- ..^lvu_La_.... .................................. . . . . Page 2-52

• li!ll_llll )
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@
That's wrong' See there, we told you it was tricky. You picked sinusoidal because

the two waves look the same but you forgot that the sinusoidal wave gives an ellips__.___e

when placed on the horizontal plates and combined with the vertical plate signal.

To get a signal like this:

we must have a saw-tooth voltage on the horizontal plates.

Turn to page 2-53.

@
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@

®

®

Good' You made the correct choice. The stnusotdal waveform gave us an ellipse in

the ellipse method so the saw-tooth must give us this waveform . . .

Now this of course requires a signal on the vertical plates, otherwise we would get a

straight line . . . Let's compare the linear time-base and ellipse methods . .

LINEAR TIME-BASE ELLIPSE

1

?

ZERO 1

NO DISCONTINUITIES

That's right, they are the same with no discontinuities in the test specimen. But . . .

WITH DISCONTINUITIES

As you can see we wiil have an ae waveform on the CRT with linear time-base method

when a discontinuity exists in the test specimen.

Turn to page 2-54
0_
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ab

The saw-tooth voltage acts as the timc base. That is, it is applied to the horizontal

plates such that it displays one cycle of the signal (from the vertical plates) across

the CRT, giv.lng the ac sinusoidal waveform.

Let's take a moment and find out what some of the controls (on typical linear time-

base equipment) are designed to do.

@

H ! \ I../ t

0 ° COIL.

PHASE CURRENT

ON

COIl

Ni

:®

Which of the two waveforms shown below is applied to the horizontal plates of the

linear time-base CRT. t

.......................... Page 2-55

Page 2 56

.f
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That's right! Very good. The saw-teoth is correct. With a saw-tooth signal on the

horizontal plates a slnusoidal (ac) waveform will be displayed on the CRT.

The controls mentioned (and illustrated) on the previous page help the operator adjust

and position the signal that is displayed on the CRT. Of course on most equipment we

will have an ON-OFF switch, a receptacle to connect the COIL, a meter to indicate

the COIL CURRENT, and a current adjustment. That leaves the X and R BALANCE

controls and the PHASE shift control.

O

_G BALANCE Q_

_ .,.._

180"

00°_ 270°

0 o
PHASE

I ---_ I

O

Which of the controls (BALANCE or PttASE) would not shift the phase of the signal on

the CRT ?
J

X and R BAi,ANCE Page 2-57

PHASE ..................... Page 2-58



From page2-52 2-56

Wrong choice - the ac (sinusoidal) wavcform is used with the ellips.______emethod. The saw-

tooth is used with the linear time-base equipment. The saw-tooth should have been

your choice.

Turn to page 2-55.

O

f
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From page 2-55 2-57

X and R BALANCE. That's correct! This control will not shiftthe phase of the si_o_al

on the CRT. Let's see what the BALANCE controls do.

As you recall from Chapter 1, the differential coils are in opposition such that their

signals oppose each other and give a zero output. This is only theoretically correct.

Actually, they are not quite zero but may look like this:

O

FROM THIS

/
By adjusting the BALANCE controls, these signals can be smoothed out to become

nearly a straight !ine.

BALANCE Q

//
TO THIS

i -Y'-

The smoother this line becomes the better the results will be on the test.

Which of the controls (BALANCE - PHASE) will shift the phase of the signal on the

CRT ?

BALANCE ............................................ Page 2-59

PHASE ............................................. Page 2-60

.7



From page 2-55 2-58

o

Not correct - Sorry, but the PHASE control will change the phase of the signal on the

CRT. The question was "Which of the controls (BALANCE or PHASE) would no_t.tshift

the phase of the signal on the CRT?" Your answer should have been X and R

BALANCE.

Turn to page 2-57.

@
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O
"PHASE" - should have been your answer. The BALANCE controls are designed to

smooth out the _ignal on the CRT. That is, ifthe zero line on the CRT is not straight

and smooth, the ripples in the line may cause faulty indications when a discontinuity

does come along.

Return to page 2-57 and read it again.

O
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O
.,s

"PIIASE" Correct again. The PHASE control shifts the signal left and right on the

cathode ray tube. In the original setup the coils are unbalanced by placing only one

specimen in the coils rather than two, This gives a signal like this:

As you can see it is not properly centered on the tube. By adjusting the PHASE

control, the signal can be moved left or right to the desired position.

FROM THIS _ TO THIS

].80 • 180" 180"

 o@.0 .@.0 .@.0
0 • 0" 0"

PHASE PHASE PHASE

Now you can see that by use of the BALANCE and PHASE control, we can change the

shape and position of the signal that is displayed on the cathode ray tube.

J

L, LA_., L aL_ .

@
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From page 2-60 2-60A

O Now you are ready to start back through the book and read those upside-down pages.

0

w

• J
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From page 2-60 2-61

Now let's 10014 at the waveform and how it can be evaluated for test information. In

one situation using the linear time-base method, the controls are adjusted with a

standard specimen in the coils so that a waveform appears on the screen. A trans-

parent paper overlay is placed on the screen and a tracing is made of the waveform

on the screen.

TRACING OF WAVEFORM ON

TRANSPARENT OVERLAY

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::[

®

Then the standard specimen is removed from the coil and test specimens are put into

the coil. The waveform of the test specimen can then be seen through the transparent

paper overlay and compared to the tracing on the paper.

W VEFORM O [ _._:;:4---..f...._...-i...d.-:::. ]

TEST SPECIMEN :_--. _, -[_;,__::ii f, 1

J

TRAC,,l[, ON PAPER OVER LAY ___ " !_' ]

As you can see, any discontinuity in the test specimen will appear different from the

tracing. With this method, different types of discontinuities can be detected.

Which of the three cathode ray tube (CRT) methods is illustrated below?

I:[/ i'\ J
Linear time-base .............. Page 2-63

Vector point ................. Page 2-64

Ellipse .................... Page 2-62



From page 2-61 2-62

Q
Your Clmice "Ellipse" is incorrect, if you recall the ellipse method gives a display on

the cathode ray tube like this:

The waveform displayed on page 2-61 was from the Linear time-base method.

Return to page 2-61 and try again.

O



From page 2-61 2-63

@
Excel!_nt ! Linear time-base method is the right answer. The other two listed are of

course displayed as a point or an ellipse on the CRT.

Another situation or arrangement using the linear time-base method is the slit tech-

nique. In this setup, a narrow slit is placed in front of the cathode ray tube thus:

dl]

@

Now then, as the waveform changes position on the cathode ray tube, an evaluation is

made through the slit to determine what discontinuities or changes in the specimen are

taking place. Of course with this narrow slit, the side motion (left and right) will not

be observed• Only up or down motion will be noticeable in the slit.

Now what we have just said is tricky. Imagine for a moment _ wavcform on the cathode

ray tube without the slit.

j/

After calibration of the equipment, this

waveform should not move up or down when

a discontinuity appears in the specimen.

With a shift in phase the waveform will move . . .

• . . up or down ...................................... Page 2-65
f

• . . left or right ...................................... Page 2-66

J
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From page 2-61 2-64

Your choice "Vector point" is incorrect, if you recall the vector point method gives

a display on the cathode ray tube like this:

t I • \

The waveform displayed on page 2-61 was from the Linear time-base method.
!

Return to page 2-61 and try again.

O
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!

O
No ! A shift in phase of the signal or waveform on the cathode ray tube will move the

waveform left or right and if you recall it can be adjusted by the PHASE control on

the linear time-base equipment.

Remember a phase shift will shift the waveform sideways on the cathode ray tube.

Turn to page 2-66.

O
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From page 2-63 ........ 2-66

O

O

That's right! A phase shift will move the waveform left or right.

About this time you may be kind of confused. We just got through saying that the slit

will only show up and down movement. How then can we see a phase shift? Well, it's

really quite simple. Have a look:

',!

!t/ ,i

The waveform on the CRT . . .

With the waveform adjusted so that

through zero, where the horizontal

lines cross, we will see this

in the slit . . .

HORIZONTAL LINE

PART OF WAVEFORM SEEN THROUGH THE SLIT

VERTICAL LINE -------

If the waveform shifted 45 degrees

the value at the slit will

go up . . .

PART OF WAVEFORM SEEN THROUGH THE SLIT /

it goes

and vertical

r

r

,-\J _

,- \

r _

J _

to the

\

m

right,

Then if the waveform shifted 45 degrees more

to the right the value at the

slit will go up still farther . . .

PART OFWAVEFORM sEEN THROUGH THE SLIT /

-;"m

F ji B

i_
!_l- _
i

m

L,_ >--

• . . moves up or down .............................. : . . . Page 2-67

shifts left or right......... • ........................... Page 2-68
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O
You missed the point. You see, the waveform is moving sideways on the CRT.

FROM "[HIS TO THIS

But, viewing through the slit, the waveform will appear to move up or down.

Return to page 2-66 and try again.

@
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From page 2-66 2-6S

Very good! The waveform on the cathode ray tube shifts left or right. It moves up

and down when viewing the waveform through the slit.

By marking the slit like a ruler (up and down its sides) it is possible to determine the

magnitude of the discontinuity by the change in the slit value.

Have you thought about how we can separate the conductivity from the dimension and

permeability? Well we said we could before and we can here also. You of course

re6all that the dimension effects and conductivity effects are 90 degrees apart. When

using this same principle we adjust the equipment such that the dimension and perme-

ability effects are along the horizontal line and conductivity is along the vertical line.
I

With this arrangement, the dimension and permeability effects will show littleor no

change in the slitvalue because the waveform will shiftvery littlewith dimensional

discontinuities. However, conductivity will shiftthe phase of the waveform extensively

(depending on the magnitude of the discontinuity)and thus the slitvalue will change

very noticeably with conductivity changes.

By adjustment of the controls this arrangement can be changed such that the con-

ductivity effect is on the horizontal lineand dimension or permeability effects will be

displayed at the slit.

Turn to the next page.

"O
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O
Another use or application for the linear time-base equipment is that of sorting. With

this equipment it is possible to sort parts according to their dimension, hardness, alloy

composition, tensile strength, and heat treatment.

Let's use for our discussion "alloy composition". Assume that we have many special

metal pins that are made of four different alloys of a metal. How they got all mixed

together no one knows. But now we have to sort them for specific uses. If they all

look just alike, we will have to use our eddy current linear time-base sorting equip-

ment. Without going through all of the details, let's assume that the equipment is all

set up - BALANCE and PHASE controls are adjusted and we are all set to go. The

four different alloys will make four different waveform displays on Lhe cathode ray

tube.

i i_ _ i :t

Ji
2 3 4

We place a transparent overlay on the CRT and trace the

four waveshapes on the overlay and identify them. Now

all we have to do is run the rest of the metal pins through

the equipment and compare the waveform on the CRT with

that on the overlay. It is possible to use this sorting

equipment in many other effective ways.

Do you think it's possible to get information displayed that is not important to the

test or inspection? _

Yes ................................................ Page 2-70

No .................... t; ........................... Page 2-71

o . •
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Yes ! Information of no value can be received on the cathode ray tube and many times

this excess or unimportant ilfformation will actually hide the important test information.

Modulation Analysi s

Another type of display comes into use now.

If you recall earlier, displays or indica-

tions were on meters ...............

Then when we studied vector point, ellipse, and linear time-base methods the cathode

ray tube was used.

@

J

Finally with the study of modulation analysis we use the chart recorder. The chart

recorder is simply a special paper that records the deflection of a pen or sensitive

needle that marks the paper as it is deflected when discontinuities are observed.

B

As the discontinuities appear,

the needle swings back and forth

marking the paper chart.

The chart recorder is used with which eddy current test method?

Ellipse ............................................. Page 2-72
J

Linear time-base ...................................... Page 2-73

Modulation analysis ..................................... Page 2-74

_)
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Sorry: You're wrong. It is possible and quite common to have information on the

cathode ray tube that is not important to the test. If we are looking for cracks, and

a dimension change comes along the display may be changed just enough to give a

false indication.

Turn to page 2-70.

O
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®
No, the ellipse method displays an ellipse on the cathode ray tube. The chart

recorder (paper strip with lines recorded by a signal-sensitive needle) is used with

the modulation analysis method of eddy current testing.

Turn to page 2-74.

/
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p

O
Linear time-base is not correct, this method uses the cathode ray tube and if you

recall, displays variations of the ac (stnusoidal) waveform.

The chart recorder is used with the modulation analysis method of eddy current

testing.

Turn to page 2-74.
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O
t

Mo_tulation analysis is correct. In this section we will be looking at lines made by the

chart recorder. Each signal received from the test coils will be transmitted to the

ink filled needle. The signals cause the needle to move back and forth across the

paper, leaving a tracing of the signal magnitude.

With the various signals that are generated at the coils by such properties as perme-

ability, dimension, variations in hardness, stresses in the material and others, it is

very hard to distinguish discontinuities such as cracks or holes in the specimen.

Under normal conditions without modulation analysis, a chart recording with all of

the signals from the specimen, will look like this.

G
Keep in mind that there is a required relative constant velocity between the test speci-

men and the probe or coil to produce an acceptable chart recording.

From the above chart record, ca,-: you identify which peaks are cracks, holes, dimension

changes, or conductivity changes ?

Yes ......................... Page 2-75

No ......... J ................ Page 2-76

.j"
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Yes? Try it ---. There is no characteristic of the peaks that will identify them or

distinguish them one from another. Any one of them could be a discontinuity.

Return to page 2-74 and make another choice.

®



From page 2-74 ....... '_ -- 2-76

@

That's right! With all of those peaks, it would be impossible to decide which peak is

which. Let's assume that only one of the peaks on the chart recorder paper was

caused by a crack or discontinuity. The rest of the marks or peaks are caused by

what we call noise.

t

This is very similar to the noise we get on a radio receiver. When we have noise on

a radio it hides the sounds that we wish to hear. Our problem is to get rid of the

other peaks or noise so we can see the signal caused by the discontinuity. So we

place filters in the electronic circuits to filter out the noise and allow only those

signals we want to come through. This is what is done in modulation analysis. By

placing filters in the equipment we can eliminate the noise that hi_cs +_

discontinuities.

NO FILTERS

I•

MORE FILTERS NEEDED

GOOD FILTRATION

.@ Please turn to the next page for ashort summary.
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@

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

Eighth

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 2

METHODS AND INDICATIONS

The first three methods of eddy current testing we studied were:

a. Impedance testing

b. Reactance testing

c. Feedback-controlled testing

Impedance testing is a method of detecting discontinuities in a

specimen. By measuring (and indicating on a meter) the magnitude

of the changes in impedance at the coil a discontinuity in the specimen

can be detected. The important thing to remember is that this method

senses the magnitude of the changes of the coil impedance.

Generally speaking, most discontinuities such as cracks, holes,

inclusions, porosity, dents or unwanted changes will effect the coil

impedance.

A very important factor to remember is that the indication in

impedance testing will not identify which property of the specimen

caused the impedance change. It could be conductivity, dimension, or

permeability.

In reactance testing we monitor the frequency changes that take place

when a discontinuity in the specimen is detected.

The reactance of the coil changes when a discontinuity is detected.

This reactance change will alter the oscillator frequency at the test

coil.

Neither impedance testing or reactance testing can distinguish between

or separate the three main variables (conductivity, permeability,

and dimension).

The feedback-controlled testing method senses changes in the L/R

ratio (inductance/resistance) caused by a heat loss in the coil.
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From page 2-77 2-78

Ninth

Tenth

Eleventh

Twelfth

Thirteenth

Fourteenth

Fifteenth

Sixteenth

Seventeenth

Eighteenth

Nineteenth

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 2 (Cont)

The next three methods of eddy current testing are:

a. Vector point

b. Ellipse

c. Liuear time-base

Information about the discontinuity can be increased with the use of

the cathode ray tube as an indicator.

The vector point method displays a point of light on the cathode ray

tL_be.

The shape and relative position of the display on the cathode ray tube

gives valuable information about the discontinuity.

The vector point method will always display a point of light - never

a waveform.

The vector point represents two voltages. One is applied to the

vertical (V1) and the other is applied to the horizontal (V2).

V2

The eonduetivity variable is 90 degrees apart from the dimension and

permeability variables.

If the conductivity variable is on the horizontal line, the dimension and

permeability variable is on the vertical line.

Dimension and permeability changes eannot be separated. However,

with the use of magnetic saturation, the permeability variable ean be

eliminated.

The phase shifter eontrol can change the position of the display on

the cathode ray tube.

In the ellipse method we have an ac signal (/'_ _"_ ) on the

horizontal plates and the signal from the coil on the vertical plates.

,J
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t

@

Twentieth

Twenty-first

Twenty-second

Twenty-third

Twenty-fourth

Twenty-fifth

Twenty-sixth

Twenty-seventh

Twenty-eighth

Twenty-ninth

Thirtieth

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 2 (Cont)

The display on the CRT (ellipse method) is an inclined line for a

dimension variation or an ellipse for a conductivity variation.

The ellipse method will separate the conductivity, dimension and

permeability variables.

The signal on the horizontal plates of the CRT in the linear time-

base method is a saw tooth ( i-1.11.11 ) shaped signal.

The BALANCE controls on the linear time-base equipment will

smooth out or more evenly balance the two signals coming from

the coils.

The PHASE control of the linear time-base equipment will shift

the signal left or right on the CRT.

With the use of a transparent overlay, the waveform can be traced

and compared to signals from other specimens.

The slit technique is a specific use of the linear time-base method

and uses the phase analysis principle of evaluation.

Sorting is another valuable use of the linear time-base method.

Because of the conductivity variation between metals of different

alloys, it is possible to sort them with the eddy current - linear

time-base equipment.

Modulation analysis is designed to eliminate the noise or unwanted

portion of the input and leave only the signal showing the

discontinuity.

Modulation analysis usually indicates its results on a chart

recorder.
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From page 2-79

1. Impedance testing indicates the magnitude of the

changes in the coil.

7. cathode ray

So Which of the indicators below will give the most information about

the specimen? 1. Meter

2. Cathode ray tube

14. straight line

15. Will the ellipse method of eddy current testing separate or distinguish

between conductivity, and dimension and permeability?

Yes No

21. Left and right

(horizontally)

22. Which of the three cathode ray tube (CRT)

methods is illustrated?

1. Linear time-base .

2. Vector point 3. Ellipse

_)
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From page 2-80

I

1. impedance

o

i

I
Generally speaking, most discontinuities such as cracks, holes, inclusions ,

porosity, or dimension changes will change the test coil

8. Cathode ray tube

o The vector point method will sometimes display a waveform on the

CRT.

True __ False __

15. Yes

16. In the ellipse method a change in dimension will be indicated as . . .

• . . a slanted line

• . . an ellipse

22. Linear time-base

23. In the linear time-base technique, the waveform, because of a

phase shift, will move . . .

• . . left or right

.1 . .. up or down
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From pnge 2-81

_2. impedance

3. It (is/is not) possible to distinguish between conductivity and

dimension changes in impedance testing.

9. False

10. The conductivity variable is (in phase/out of phase) with the dimension

and permeability variable.

16. a slanted line

17. In the ellipse testing method, a conductivity variable will display

an on the cathode ray tube.

23. Left or right

I

24. The waveform appears to move (up or down/left or right) when

viewing through the slit.

v
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O

3.

.

i ii

is not

In reactance testing, indications are received when the coil

reactance is changed by a change in the oscillator f.

10. out of lJhase

11.

I

17.

18.

25.

With the conductivity variable applied to the vertical component,

a dimension change will move the vector point . . .

... horizontally

... vertically

ellipse -

An indication on the CRT like this would

indicate . . . a conductivity change

• . . a dimension change

up or down

... both.
\

I

Is it possible, when using the linear time-base method, to

separate conductivity from the other variables?

Yes No

gNmmal_J_ )

j-
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I • II

_.4. frequency I

5. The first three types of testing methods studied were:

a. I

b. R

c. F -C

11. horizontally

12. With the use of magnetic saturation we can eliminate

the variable.

18. both

A saw tooth signal is placed on the horizontal plates of .

• . . ellipse testing equipment

• . . linear time-base testing equipment

• . . vector point testing equipment
\

25. yes

26. Sorting is generally a function of which method?

Linear time-bas e.

Vector point

! I
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, Impedance

Reactance

Feedback-Controlled

, A change in the L/R ratio (inductance/resistance) caused by the heat

loss in the coil can be detected and displayed by the f.

c testing m ethod.

O

12. permeability

13. By adjusting the shifter, we can position the display to

various places on the CRT.

19. Linear time-base

20. The BALANCE control on linear time-base equipment is used to

smooth out and balance the signal from the test coils.

True _ False

26. linear time-base

27. _Iodulation analysis test system separates the noise or unwanted

input from the signal that shows the discontinuity.

True _ False

J,
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From page 2-85

t

•6,_ feedback-controlled

7. Vector point, ellipse, and linear time-base testing are usually

displayed on a tube.

13.

i

PHASE

I

Return to page 2-80,

frame 8.

I

20.

14. When the two specimens are identical, what kind of display will

21.

27. True

•appear when using the ellipse method.

a. sLraight line

b. ae waveform L_

c. ellipse

I

Rettu'n to page 2-80,

frame 15.

I I

I
True ]

On the linear time-base equipment, the PHASE control will shift the

waveform . . . • . . up and down (vertically)

II I

left and right (horizontally)

Return to page 2-80,frame 22.

J

Turn to page 3-1 for the next chapter.

./



CHAPTER 3 -- APPLICATIONS" 3-1
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You should be convinced at this point that eddy current testing as a quality control

system has an exceptionally broad rm_ge of capabilities. Besides its ability to detect

discontinuities such as cracks, holes, dimensional changes, inclusions, etc., it can

determine metal harch_ess, ultimate tensile strength, thickness and alloy.

In this chapter we will attempt to illuminate some of the uses of eddy current, the re-

quirements of testing with eddy current, its capabilities, methods, and information

vital to the application of this nondestructive testing system.

There are certain basic requirements for the testing system. These can be identified

in three major areas.

' • The item to be inspected

• A testing system

• Acceptance standards

0
I SPEC' ENTOI .I ' S 'NOi I ACCEPTANC IBE TESTED SYSTEM = STANDARDS

Into which of these three areas would the following be placed.., cylinders

tubing

sheets

r

.... SPECIMEN TO
BE TESTED

TESTING

SYSTEM

l ACCEPTANCESTANDARDS

coatings

.................................... Page 3-4

'i

.................................... Page 3-2

.................................... Page 3-3

..J
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From page 3-1

Your choice is wrong.

cylinders,

tubing,

sheets, and

zoatings ........ are l SPECIN_EN "TO IBE "rESTED

3-2

Return to page 3-1 and try again.

@

f
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,i

@
.

You goofed - you made the wrong selection.

cylinders,

tubing,

sheets, and

coatings ........ fall into this category..
I SPECIMEN TO IBE TESTED

Turn to page 3-4.

@

.J
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q

°

@
Good choice,

-..,:

cylinders,

tubing,

sheets, and

coatings ........ are

SPECIMEN TO IBE TESTED

Later in this chapter we wiii discuss more specifically the tests made on this group

of specimens.

I IESTING ISYSTEM

A complete testing system usually requires the following stations:

Station 1 - Loading

Station 2 - Testing

Station 3 - Accept or reject

Station 4 - Unloading

I
SPECIMEN

LOADING
STATION 2

TESTING

STATION 1

Where would you expect the ]

STATION 3

ACEPT _STATIO N 4

REJECT _ 1
-_ UNLOADING

ACCEPTANCE !STANDARDS to go into effect.'?

Between Station 1 and 2 ................................. , . . Page 3-5

Between Station 2 and 3 ..................................... Page 3-6

4Between Station 3 mad , .................... . .............. Page 3-7
smmmllm_
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@
Sorry! You made the wrong choice.

I ACCEPTANCEThe STANDARDS will be applied between stations 2 and 3.

L i I AC"PTANCETESTING l --- STANDARDS

STATION 2

ACCEPT J

REJECT

STATION 3

0
This can, of course, be done automatically (by the equipment) or manually by an

experienced inspector.

Return to page 3-4 and choose again.

J
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O
Verygood-the[.. ACCEPTANCEsTANDARDS! willg°int°effectbetweenstati°ns2and3"

TESTING ] _I ACCEPTANCESTANDARDS

STATION 2

ACCEPT )

REJECT l

STATION 3

This seems reasonable, don'tyou think?

After the test specimen has been tested, the STANDARDS OF ACCEPTANCE are

applied to the information gathered and a decision to ACCEPT or REJECT is made,

either automatically by equipment with acceptable limitations built in or by a qualified

operator.

O
Let's have a look at the ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS.. turn to page 3-8.

/

.f
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Oops- Sorry! Wrong choice,

The

the

I ACCEPTANCE - ISTANDARDS

I TESTING I

STATION 2

will take effect between - -

and the_ ACCEPT
REJECT

STATION 3

TESTING

STATION 2

_I ACCEPTANCESTANDARDS

ACCEPT I

REJECT I

STATION 3

0

Turn to page 3-6.

@
SqlIIil_J )
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From page 3-6 3-8

Acceptance standards are a requirement of all eddy current testing. The inspector

must know, or the equipment be able to detect, what is and what is not acceptable. To

simplify this requirement, it is necessary that a standard specimen be chosen that is

made of the same material as the test specimen. It must be of acceptable size, shape,

alloy, etc. This specimen then becomes the standard and is identified and kept sepa-

rate from the test specimens. The equipment is then set up to indicate any discon-

tinuity in the test specimens forthcoming. Or, the standard specimen is used con-

tinuously as a comparison. When a test specimen is found that is not within the

acceptable limits of the standard specimen, the equipment or the inspector will reject

the specimen. The inspector shall, by application of his experience and judgment,

determine the quality of the part being tested by comparison with the standard

specimen.

There are two arrangements:

l. Absolute

2. Differential

With the use of the absolute coil arrangement, the standard specimen is used to set

up the test equipment. When the equipment is adjusted or balanced to the standard

specimen, the specimens to be tested are fed through the coil and evaluated.

When the differential arrangement is used, the standard specimen is placed in one

.... coil and compared to the test specimen in the other coil.

Turn to page 3-9.

_)
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Conductivity Testing

Conductivity, one of the three variables that we are concerned with in eddy current

testing (conductivity - dimension - permeability), has become one of the major non-

destructive testing techniques for the inspection of conducting metal products.

The conductivity of a metal is expressed as a percentage (%) and is based on the

International Annealed Copper Standard (IACS) with a specific grade of high purity

copper arbitrarily designated as 100% conductivity. All other metals can be identified

according to this standard.

0 1

TIN-LEADSOLDER I I I I I I

5,_17o,soI Iil i
2o_.5O°/o63_oI I I I I I

LEADED iE[l iRAiS Z_

I II1_
i _AO_O-T,NBRO.ZEI I t'_DEDY_L'OWBRAS_

_AD_B_I.'i_SE_RON!E.ANL_NES_B_ZE

CONSTANTAN I SILICON BRONZE I BERYLLIUM COPPER l I BRASS(Cu-Zn)

l)lI L__ _ __I
N,C'_E.'SI_,E,'A_',M,Nb__'RON£EI _0_.-_0",._0",._"I_OT"I i,'z"

URANIUM ICHROM'UMI I PLATINUMI MOLYBDENUMI I I I I I 6OLD) I

i,,ie i, iiI,Iiiillll,,l
N__I___I''u''''''m" LL_I_I:

2 3 4 5 7 8 9 i0 2 4 6 8 20 2 4 8 30 5 40 5 50 5 60

Turn to the next page.

CONDUCTIVITY % I.A.C.S.

I
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Because of this characteristic it is possible to identify different metals by their con-

ductivity. Actually it is more useful to identify the various alloys of base metals than

to identify the base metals themselves. By using this method of identification we can

.... sort specimens. In the event that many materials of similar shape and size but of

different alloys become mixed together, it is very easy to sort these by the use of a

conductivity tester. Besides alloy identification it is possible to detect variations in

physical properties of metals such as hardness, aging, heat treatment, internal stress,

etc. All of these physical properties will generally have an effect on metal conductivity.

Variations in the physical properties of a metal are best detected by...
• 1

conductivity testing ...................................... Page 3-11

discontinuity testing ...................................... Page 3-12
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From page 3-10 .......... 3-11

That is correct - Conductivity testing will detect variations in the physical properties

of metals. Actually, even though we have separated conductivity testing from discon-

tinuity testing, they are very much alike. Both methods test the conductivity of the

specimen. But in one {conductivity testing), we are testing for physical properites of

the specimen and in the other {discontinuity testing} we are looking for such things as

cracks, holes, inclusions, or dimensional changes.

Permeability Testing

A not too common meI_hod of testing, permeability testing, is the ability of a material

to accept a magnetic field. There are properties of metals that have a relatively

greater effect on permeability than they do on conductivity. Generally speaking,

chemical composition of a metal will have an effect on the magnetic permeability.

Where grain size and orientation, internal stresses caused by cold working and case

hardening are encountered, permeability testing can be very effective.

There are, however, certain advantages to working with conductivity changes rather

than magnetic disturbances. In most cases the changes caused by magnetic distur-

bances are not important to the test. That is, these changes wil) h_ve no effect on

the serviceability of the part. For example, a long length of wire may have many

changes in permeability along its length resulting from hardness changes or changes

due to cold working. These magnetic or permeability variations can be overcome or

eliminated if they become a problem to the test. By saturating the test specimen with

a strong magnetic field, the permeability effect can be reduced to zero. This is done

by means of a high amperage direct current.

Turn to page 3-13.

JO
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That is incorrect.

variations in their chemical properties.

discontinuities of many various kinds.

Conductivity Testing

Sorting

Harchmss

Heat treatment

Alloy

Tensile stren_h

Carburization

Temperature

Conductivity testing is the best for the testing of metals with

However, conductivity testing will also detect

Discontinuity Testing

Cracks

Holes

Porosity

J.AJ LIII _Jll_ $,._11

Inclusion

Surface condition

Soft spots

Turn to page 3-11.

O
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I\ t t
CONDUCTIVITY

METER (%)

PROBE

b.

METALS INORDER OF INCREASINGCONDUCTIVITY(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)_

RELATIVE INSTRUMENT READINGS WHEN PROBE IS APPLIED TO VARIOUS METALS

Discontinuity Testing

0
On equal footing (at least) with conductivity testing is discontinuity testing. Only now

we are looking for things that may directly cause failure of metals. Such things as

cracks in the metals, cracks that can run in any direction, be various widths and

various depths.

/ CRACK_ . INCLUSION

SCONTINUITY
HOLE L I K

Under which testing method would the following be classed- inclusion, hole, dent,

scratch, lap, nnd senmo

Conductivity testing ........ , .............................. Page 3-14

Discontinuity testing .................... - .................. Page 3-15

,"i ¸"
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That's incorrect. Conductivity testinggenerally includes such items as ch,-mges in

alloy, heat treatment, hardness and tensile strength.

Discontinuity testing will include: cracks, inclusions, dents, scratches, seams, and

laps.

Turn to page 3-15.

O
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Very good! The items listedfallinto the discontinuity testing area.

Remember the two most prominent testing methods in eddy current are:

• Conductivity testing

• Discontinuity testing

Thickness Testing

Another very useful application of eddy current testing is that of thickness testing.

With the proper use and arrangement of coils it is possible to measure thickness of a

great variety of items• Generally this testing system is restricted to specimens 1/8th

inch or less• The most common uses of this system are.
!

• Coating thickness

• Plating thickness

• Sheet thiclmess

A painted surface would fall into which of the three listed above:

O Coating thickness Page 3-18

Plating thickness ........................................ Page 3-i6

Sheet thickness Page 3-17

J
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¢
a.

You chose plating thickness but that is not correct. The paint that was mentioned in

the question is not plating, it is coatingl Now that wasn't such a bad mistake. Actually

plating as we use it here would be a metal cover or coating such as a chromium plated

part or like your gold plated wrist watch. A coating would be a cover or cladding like

paint or varnish, wax or other chemical.

.._ PLATING (METAL)

COATING(CHEMICAL)

II

I THIN SPECIMEN

SHEET

O Thus paint would be a coating.

Turn to page 3-18.
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From page 3-15 3-17

Your choice was "Sheet thiclmess', and that is wrong. Paint is not a sheet thickness.

The correct answer is coating thickness. Let's explain further. When we speak of

sheet thickness testing we are speaking of thickness of very thin sheets of metal like

aluminum foil or tin that containers are made from. Thickness of metal up to about

1/8th inch can be checked or gauged. Paint then would be considered a coating as

would varnish, plastic or other chemicals.

I THIN SPECIMEN

SHEET

11 SPEC,MENJ!"-----'--_
_ COATING (CHEMICAL)

[I SPEO,MENJ_ P_T,NG(METAL)

®
Turn to page 3-18.

I
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Very good! Again you have made the correct choice. Paint is a coating, itis not a

sheet or a plating•

Now let'stake a littlecloser look at these three methods of thickness testing•

• COATING

• PLATING

• SHEET

Within recent years, eddy current techniques have found widespread use in the appli-

cation of measuring the thickness of coatings. Such applications take advantage of the

sensitive relationship between non-conductive coatings and conductive base metal.

Thickness of coatings can be determined up to a few thousands of an inch with 2 to 3

percent accuracy. For measuring coating thicknesses, the "gap" or coupling between

the coil and the base metal is used as a measure. It is also used, when clear coatings

are used, to determine which side of the base metal is coated.

Measuring the thickness of a thin layer of copper on the surface of a one inch aluminum

plate would not be ....

• . . plating thiclmess testing ................................ Page 3-19

• . . coating thickness testing ................................ Page 3-20

O .w0mJmml)
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@
Better read that question again "Measuring the thickness of a thin layer of copper on

the surface of a one inch aluminum plate would no_._.tbe.. "

This would NOT be coating thickness testing.

You made the wrong choice.

Return to page 3-18 and try again.

O

J
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That's rlght! Itwould no___tbe coating thickness testing, itis plating thickness testing

because the copper is a thin metal layer, not a coating.

There are a number of combinations or situations where thiclmess testing can be

applied. These are:

A CHEMICAL COATING ON A METAL BASE . . .

COATING (CHEMICAL)

- BASE (METAL)

A METAL PLATING ON A DIFFERENT TYPE OF METAL BASE . . .

COPPER PLATING

ALUMINUM BASE

O

A METAL SHEET ON A NON-CONDUCTIVE BASE . . .

..METAL SHEET

"NON-CONDUCTIVE BASE

Which of the three below listed arrangements could not be used in eddy current testing:

I
I

CONDUCTIVE INON-CONDUCTIVE

NON-CONDUCTIVE JNON-CONDUCTIVE

CONDUCTIVE JCONDUCTIVE

.................................... Page 3-21

- Page 3 22

.................................. Page 3-23

®
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Incorxect choice:

current testing.

CONDUCTIVE [ is an arrangement that can be used in eddy
NON-CONDUCTIVE ]

I NON-CONDUCTIVE
The only one of the three that cannot be used is

NON-CONDUCTIVE

The reason for this is, if you recall from earlier studies, that we must have conductive

materials for eddy current testing. At least one of the layers (when testing for coating

or plating thiclmess) must be conductive.

Turn to page 3-22.

®
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I NON-CONDUCTIVE
.... j

NON-CONDUCTIVE
Right! Tb.is arrm_gement will not work with eddy current

testing because at least one of the layers must be able to conduct eddy currents. Both

of the others can be tested by eddy current.

O

Remember .....
I CONDUCTIVENON-CONDUCTIVE

NON-CONDUCTIVE

CONDUCTIVE

I CONDUCTIVE ]CONDUCTIVE

. . These three arrangements can be tested for

thickness by eddy current methods.

Of course there is one more that was mentioned briefly - that being: A single sheet of

conductive material, with no coating or plating on either side, can also be tested with

eddy current methods• Keep in mind here that eddy current testing is good only on

these sheets or coatings of less than about 1/Sth inch thickness.

The principle used in thickness testing is "Lift-off". That is to say, when checking

the thickness of a non-conductive coating, the eddy current test equipment actually

measures the distance between the base metal and the probe• This, of course, is the

"lift-offl' distance.

The most important principle of thickness testing is....

depth of penetration Page 3-24.e • l.eeeoeeeeeeeeeoeeoeoeeooooeeeooeoo

lift -off i Page 3 - 25• e eeeooeoeeeoee_eeBeeeee.o .•eoe.eeeoeee•
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i NON-C0NDUCTIVE ]Wrong choice! NON-CONDUCTIVE is the combination that cammt be used in eddy

current testing. Either of the other two can be used with either plating or coating

thickness testing. If you recall from previous study, to test with eddy current there

must be a conductive material for the eddy current to flow. Thus it is necessary for

one of the two or both to be conductive.

Return to page 3-20 and make another selection.

O
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Not quite right. "Lift-off" is the important principle of thictu_ess measurement.

However, the depth of penetration is also an important consideration.

Turn to page 3-25 and see why.

O
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0

That is correct! "Lift-off" is the most important. However, the depth of penetration

must be considered when making such tests. As you know, an increase in conductivity

will decrease the depth of penetration. Therefore as shown below:

As the thickness of the copper plating increases, the conductivity increases

and the depth of penetration decreases.

% % %

EDDY CURRENT

'DEPTH OF

PENETRATION _

/,
COPPER

t

I I
L.J

/
COPPER

/
BRASS

I
,' COPPER _,_.,_1_._,:_
L.I

/
BRASS

RELATIVE INSTRUMENT READINGS FOR VARIOUS

THICKNESS OF COPPER PLATE ON BRASS BASE

With the use of known thickness standards, and knowing the conductivity of both metals,

we can measure the thickness of the coating or plating on a specimen.

Turn to the next page.
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O

/

i

O

The .illustration below gives some idea of the thickness probe and its use. The large

block gives a more even surface and remains flat against the specimen when the probe

is moved from place to place.

SPECIAL THICKNESS PROBE

SPECIMEN

WHOSE
COATING
THICKNESS
IS
BEING
MEASURED

•Another thickness measurement application is that of tube wall thickness and rod or

wire diameter. In both cases the standard thickness probe is replaced by an encircling

coil. A procedure similar to the platingthickness measurement is used when checking

tube wall thickness. A procedure similar to the coating thickness measurement is

used for the rod and wire diameter measurement.

Can any type coil be used for any test, or must the coil be selected according to the

test to be performed?

Any type coil Page 3-27 "-

0areful selection of coil - Page 3-28

dn_nuum
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Now you should know better than that. Maybe you read the questicn wrong.

It is necessary to use certain coils for specific jobs. For example, you would not use

an encircling coil for thickness testing of aluminum foil. There is a correct coil for

each type of eddy current test.

Turn to page 3-28.

O
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Certainly! The specimen to be checked will determine the type of coil that should be

used. The same kind of coil cannot be used to check both cylinders and metal sheets.

Let's have a look.

Choice of Coils and Probes

O

Q

The sensing head of eddy current equipment is the test coil. Made up of one or more

windings and designed in many different shapes and sizes, the test coil serves as both

a transmitter and receiver for the eddy current field. Basically, test coils fall into

three categories:

• Encircling Coil

• Inside Coil

• Surface Coil (Probe)

The encircling coils are wound on bobbins of different sizes so that a variety of speci-

men sizes can be passed through them. That is, large tubing would be tested by a coil

very close to the same diameter as the tubing being tested. Wire, however, would re-

quire a very small coil just large enough to allow the wire to pass through.

COIL SPECIMEN

ENCIRCLING COIL

If you wish to test the inside of a large tube (2 inch diameter) which coil would be

best ?

Encircling coil Page 3-29.....eoeooeeoeeooeoeeeeooooeeooeoeeieeee.

Inside coil Page 3-30...eeee.eeeeeeeeeeooeoo.eoeeoete.eooeeee..o.

.f
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Encircling coil would not be best. It could be used in some circumstances but generally

the inside coil would do a better job. The test of the inside of a tube, depending

on its length, can be performed with an inside coil or a small probe coil attached to a

long rod.

Turn to page 3-30.

Q
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From page 3-28 3-30

SuTe! An inside coil would be the right coil for the test of the inner surface of

a tube•

Inside coils are wound on bobbins also but such that they can be moved through a tube

with ease.

COIL.

,__ SPECIMEN

INSIDE COIL

0

The bobbin is constructed of a special self lubricating material that will move easily

through the tube. This inside type coil can also be attached to the end of a long hollow

handle or tube as the illustration below shows• This coil can be inserted into the tube

in a similar manner,

COIL HOLLOW HANDLE

Which kind of probe would be best for testing conductivity of a flat sheet of metal?

Iuside coil Page 3-31• t • • • • • • • • , • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

Surface coil ........................................... Page 3-32

O
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NopeV To check a flat metal sheet the surface coil is the correct coil for the task.

See below illustration:

COIL

SPECIMEN

Turn to page 3-32.

SURFACE COIL

fduilllnw

J
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From page 3-30 3-32

Good for you! The surface coil is correct.

0
__ SPECIMEN

SURFACE COIL

0

Probably the most used of the various types of coils, the surface coil can be used on

most specimens. The most common uses, of course, are for conductivity, crack

location, and sorting. Instead of surrounding (encircling) the article or being inserted

inside of it, surface coils are placed against the article and are most commonly used

to scan flat articles or miscellaneous shapes. When necessary, the surface coil may

be used on round stock such as tubing to detect or more accurately locate discontinuities

that are difficult to detect and pinpoint with other types of coils.

There are many variations in coil design. Particularly those designed with special

-applications in mind. These will appear occasionally here and there but it is not

necessary that they be discussed here.
'1

I

Turn to the next page.

0
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@

Certain requirements must be met when preparing for eddy current tests.

areas of application, the following should be considered:

1. A coil system designed for conductivity measurements should not be

used for discontinuity detection.

2. When testing for small discontinuities, the coil size should also be

very small.

3. When checking conductivity, the coil size should be relatively large to

minimize the effect of any discontinuity.

4. When using an encircling coil or inside coil, the specimen feed rollers

, must be adjusted such that the horizontal and vertical position of the

specimen will be centered in the coil and such that the specimen will

pass through the system smoothly, without bouncing. Shocks may give

false indications.

5. The specimen speed must be uniform through the coil.

COIL

ENCIRCLING COIL

INSIDE COIL

SURFACE COIL (PROBE)

O Turn to page 3-34.

ADVANTAGES

EVALUATES ENTIRE
CIRCUMFERENCE
AT ONE TIME

HIGH SPEED

NO WEAR PROBLEMS

EVALUATES INSIDE

OF TUBES

VERY GOOD SPEED

EXCELLENT FOR
BOLT HOLE TESTING

FAST TESTING OF
LOCALIZED ZONE

CRACK DETECTION,
CRACK MEASUREMENT,
SORTING

LIMITAT!ONS

WILl. NOI IDENTIFY
POINT ON CIRCUMFERENCE
CONTAINING
DISCONTINUITY

SENSITIVE TO
DIMENSION CHANGE

PROBE WEAR

LIFT-OFF PROBLEM

LIFT-OFF PROBLEM

PROBE WEAR

SPEED OF TEST

In various
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From page 3-33 3-34

Magnetic Saturation

When tests are being made of metals that are subject to magnetic forces or are con-

sidered ferromagnetic, the applied stresses in the metals will have a definite effect

on the permeability or magnetic properties of the specimen. These applied stresses

within the metals will then, because of their effecton magnetic permeability, indirectly

affectthe test i"esponses. In some instances these applied stresses in the specimen

will have greater effecton the test instrument than the discontinuity or other variables

that may appear in the specimen. The illustrationbelow shows how stresses in a

magnetic material can hide discontinuitiesthatmay be present in the specimen•

STRESS INDICATIONSWILLHIDETHOSE OF DISCONTINUITI-_

1

It is possible to eliminate these permeability or magnetic effects with the use of a

simple "Saturation Coii". A direct current (de) is applied to a coil that surromnds the

test specimen, This coil will magnetically saturate the specimen such that the per-

meability variables completely disappear•

STRESSINDICATIONSREMOVEDBYMAGNETICSATURATION

i

When the test is complete, the magnetic saturation is removed from the specimen.

Which of the three variables are most concerned with magnetic saturation?

Conductivity Page 3-35

Dimension Page 3-37

_" 3 36Permeability Page -• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •



From page 3-34 3-35

Wrong choice! Although conductivity may be siightly effected by internal stresses in a

metal, permeability is the variable that will be noticeably changed or effected. Also

magnetic saturation will have no effect on the conductivity of the specimen, but it will

completely eliminate the permeability effect.

Return to page 3-34 and make another choice.

O

O
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From page 3-34 3-36

Well done! Permeability and magnetic saturation is our concern here. With the use

of saturation, the magnetic (permeability) properties of the specimen are essentially

eliminated for the duration of the test. Magnetic saturation is also a good way in

which we can separate the conductivity, dimension and permeability variables.

Earlier in this volume, we studied some of the various methods of testing. The appli-

cation of these methods can be very wide spread - for example:

The impedance analysis method can be used to measure diameter and thickness of

coatings and plating. It can be used to detect discontinuities, and it can be used to

sort various alloys of metals.

The phase analysis method, basically of course, detects variations caused by shift in

phase. This phase change gives information that reveals various changes in the speci-

men under test. Changes in conductivity, the presence of discontinuities, permeability

variations, depth of discontinuities are revealed, dimensional changes, and thickness.

The phase analysis method gives more intelligent and meaningful information than im-

pedance testing.

Turn to page 3-38.

o .0_mmm
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Poor choice! Dimension and magnetic saturation have no relationship with each other.

Magnetic saturation eliminates the effect magnetic properties display when a test is

being conducted.

Return to page 3-34 and make another selection.

@
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%

O

Modulation Analysis

Modulation analysis, possibly the most revealing method for a well qualified inspector,

is widely used in ecldy current testing. The automatic scanning of a metal specimen is

very successfully carried out with the test coil voltage being frequency modulated by

the variations in the test specimen. It has been found that discontinuities such as

cracks, seams, holes, and inclusions will produce relatively high modulating fre-

quencies. Stress and dimension variations produce intermediate frequencies while

heat treatment and temperature variations produce low frequencies.

With the use of adjustable filters it is possible to reject certain of these modulating

frequencies and pass only those that are desired. This method, often with reference

to the signal/noise ratio, will eliminate the noise (unwanted frequencies) leaving only

the signal (variables of interest).

N0S• CRACK SIGNAL (//

BEFORE MODULATION ANALYSlS (FILTERING)

AFI'ER MODULATION ANALYSIS (FI LTERING)

Turn to page 3-39. .f
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Test capabilities of the eddy current methods are generally very good, that is of

course, depending on the test required. Conducitivity testing can be done on any con-

ducting metal. Tests relating to specimen thickness can be performed where speci-

men is Iess than 1/8th inch thick. It can be seen that the shape of the test object must

be considered. Some of the common shapes that can be tested by eddy current are:

• Cylinders

• Tubing

• Sheets

O

Cylinders of course include a number of items such as wire, rods, and bars. These

_are all cylindrical in shape and so are usually tested with an encircling coil. Some

items that can be tested for in cylinders are:

Cracks - surface cracks, inside cracks, laps, seams.

Conductivity - alloy composition, sorting, heat treat-

ment, hardness, aging, and fatigue.

Dimension - Diameter, wear, shape, coating and

plating thickness.

What do you think would best describe the difference between a cylinder and a tube ?

Cyli de lid h 11 gn r is so -tube is o ow ............................. Pa e3-40

Cylinder is square - tube is rolmd ............................ Page 3-41

Cylinder is long - tube is short .............................. Page 3-42

O

• f
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From page 3-39 3-40

very good! The cylinder is solid, and the tube is hollow.

The hollow tube presents some slightly different problems than the cylinder. The

hollow tube can be checked two ways. That is, from the outside (encircling coil) or

from the inside (inside coil). Here again there are various tests that can be performed.

Cracks- surface cracks (inside or out), welds, seams, or laps.

Conductivity - alloy composition, heat treatment, hardness, and

fatigue.

Dimension - diameter, eccentricity, wall thickness, coating and

plating thiclmess.

An experienced inspector with proper equipment can separately identify a dent, cor-

rosion, outside crack, inside crack, diameter change or a hole in the tube.

Which type coil would be most generally used to sort metal sheets by alloy

composition.

Encircling ....................................... Page 3-43

_,ge 3-45Inside..............................................

Surface ......................................... Page 3-44

®



From page 3-39 3--41

@
Sorry, wrong answer. A cylinder cannot be square and still be a cylinder. However,

there are encircling coils that do check square bars but these coils are square in shape

rather than round.

Return to page 3-39 and try again.

O

1
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@
Not quite right! The length has nothing to do with whether it is a cylinder or a tube.

Its cross sectional dimension determines this. A cylinder looks like this,

CROSS-SECTION OF A CYLINDER

a tube looks like this.

CROSS-SECTION__. OF A TUBE

@ Return to page 3-39 and make another choice.

,Rm_mql)
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Wrong choice ! The str:'face coil would •be best touse on a sheet of metal. We are

sure you can't imagine using an encircling coil on a large sheet of metal. There are

however coils (See Illustration Below) that are designed to test small sheets.

But they are specially designed for individual cases.

Turn to page 3-44.

®
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From page 3-40 ......... 3-44

O

That is right! The surface coil is the correct coil to use when testing a metal
r_

sheet. Unless of course the sheet is small and there are enough to be tested to

require a special coil. There are coils specially designed for a particular shape if

the volume of test objects make it economical.

Tests that can be performed on sheets are:

Cracks - surface or internal cracks, welds, seams, or laps.

Conductivity - alloy composition, heat treatment, hardness, and fatigue.

Dimension - sheet thickness, coating and plating thickness.

There are some other very important considerations that should be discussed

' relative to eddy current testing. We have mentioned these before in passing but now

should get into a little more detail.

• Lift-Off

• Choice of Frequency

• Test Speeds

Eddy current discontinui_ detection req_dres relatively close spacing between the

probe and the test surface. This spacing is called lift-off when reference is

made to surface testing. It is also referred to as fill factor in the use of encircling

coils. To group or combine them into one term is often done and is referred to as

coupling.

Do you suppose that the condition of the surface of the specimen will have any effect

on the lift-off adjustment.

Yes ................................................ Page 3-46

No ................................... ............. Page 3-47

@
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Inside coil is very wrong! There is no inside of a metal sheet that an inside coil

could go into. You must be thinking of something else. The correct answer is the

surface coil.

Turn to page 3-44.

@
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O
Very good ! That is the right answer• The surface condition of a metal specimen

does have an effect on the lift-off• An increase in surface roughness will effectively

increase the lift-off•

It is the lift-off effect that is actually being used when coating thickness is being

measured• If the coating is non-conductive, such as paint, then the test instrument

indicates the paint thickness by showing the distance between the coil and the metal

base. By adjusting lift-off, a rough surface can be by-passed and the specimen just

below the surface can be tested.

®

NON-CONDUCTIVE

COATING

LIFT-O /_•, '

Try

SURFACE COIL,_,_ .__._

ROUGH SURFACE

I "j

Does the term fill factor have any relationship to lift-off?

No

\

................. !. Page 3-49• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Yes " Page 3-48

.t
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O
No - That's the wrong answer. The surface condition of a metal specimen does have

an effect on the lift-off. An increase in surface roughness will effectively increase

the lift-off.

Turn to page 3-46.

O
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Right! The fill factor and lift-off are related. They are both part of the magnetic

coupling between the coil and the specimen. They are both very important. In actual

test situations it is easily noted that any change in lift-off or fill factor will give

noticeable indication on the equipment indicator. The fill factor is used most to

describe the area between the inside diameter of the encircling coil and the outside

diameter of the specimen passing through the coil.

SPECIMEN

@

As you can see, a small change in the diameter of the specimen can give quite a

large change in fill factor area. Another important point that should be mentioned

here is that when setting up the equipment for the test, great care should be taken

in the adjustment of the feed rollers and guides. Feed rollers and guides ensure

that the specimen travels through the coil at its center such that the space between

the specimen and the coil is uniform all around the specimen.

The fill factor is the ratio of the coil diameter squared to the specimen diameter

I

squared• The closer this ratio is to "1" the better the fill factor.

Is the ratio of the coil diameter squared to the specimen diameter squared a function

of the . • .

fill factor Page 3-50• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

.... !,tft-off .................... Page 3-51

O
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Wrong! The fill factor is related to lift-off. In both cases they are coupling. Lift-off

isthe distance between the coil and the specimen. Fill factor is the area between the

coil and the specimen.

COIL _ SPECIMEN

J

LIFT-OFF

0

i  Ciii!.  iiii,S EC,MENF"LFAC'OR
Turn to page 3-48.
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Excollent! A good choice. The fill factor is a ratio of the coil diameter to the

specimen diameter squared and the nearer to "1" this ratio becomes, the better.

Coil Diameter _2
Fill factor = ( Spec---ime--nlDiameter]

@

In eddy current testing the movement of the coil or the test specimen is often a very

essential part of the test. Where a surface coil is used on sheet metal, the coil

should be moved, uniformly if possible, across the surface of the sheet of metal

being tested. When the specimen is a cylinder or tube, it can be moved through the

coil at speeds of from 100 to 1000 feet per minute. If during the tests, the speed

is held constant and free from irregularities, good results can be recorded.

The direction of movements in many types of test is important also. For best

results, when checking for cracks, seams, welds, or discontinuities that have

length, the relative motion should be transverse (across) the longest axis of the

discontinuity. If checking discontipuities that have no specific length or shape, the

relative motio_n is ,J_nimportant.

Under which circumstance is motion unimportant?

Checking tubing for cracks ................................ Page 3-52

Sorting bolts for alloy composition ........................... Page 3-53

O •



From page 5-4_ ., - ' _-o±

Inco, rrcct ! The correct answer is fill factor. H you recall a few pages back, the

lift-off is described as the distance between the coil and the specimen and is shown

like this:

_A
NON-CON D UCT IVE

COATING

LIFT-Off_

i

SURFACE COIL

LIFT-OFF

__.i_

ROUGH SURFACE

O
The fill factor is the area between the coil and the test specimen:

ENCIRCLING COIL

FILL FACTOR AREA

SPECIMEN

Turn to page 3-50.

O
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No! You made the wrong choice. Motion is very important when checking tubing

for cracks. The tube must move through the coil at a smooth, m_iform speed. For

best results the tube must also move through the center of the coil.

Turn to page 3-53.

O
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Correct !

Depth of

When sorting bolts it is not necessary to have movement.

Penetration

/

Another aspect of eddy current testing that cannot be left out of our discussion is

that of depth of penetration or choice of frequency. In Volume I, it states that by

increasing the test frequency, "the depth of penetration decreases. Let's further

explain this. Frequency determines the depth of penetration of electromagnetic fields

and eddy currents into the metal and therefore the depth of testing. At relatively

low frequencies, fields and currents penetrate more deeply. At higher frequencies

they are limited to a shallow depth beneath the surface of the specimen and a dis-

,continuity below this shallow surface depth will not be detected.

0
PENETRATION
VS
FREQUENCY
FOR
VARIOUS
TYPES
OF
METALS

I0

I0-I

10 -2

0.4

orb

laJ

0.04 .'r
0

Z

0.004

0.0004

108

Turn to the next page.
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First

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 3

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh

Eighth

Ninth

Tenth

Eleventh

Twelfth

Thirteenth

There are three major divisions of testing systems:

1. Specimen to be tested

2. Testing system

3. Acceptance standards

In the testing system there are four stations:

1. Loading

2. Inspection

3. Accept or reject

4. Unloading

There are two types of coil arrangement:

1. Absolute

2. Differential

Conductivity testing is best suited to testing the plwsical properties

(alloy, heat treatment, etc.) of a specimen rather than discontinuities.

Discontinuity testing is best suited for the inspection of cracks,

holes, dimension, and surface conditions.

Thickness testing is best suited for the determination of thickness

of coatings, platings, and sheets.

A coating is generally thought of as a chemical covering.

A plating is generally thought of as a metal covering.

A coating is thought of as non-conductive.

A plating or sheet is conductive.

Lift-off is the important principle of thickness testing.

Choice of the correct coil for the test is important.

Magnetic saturation will eliminate the permeability variable in

eddy current testing.
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SUMMARY OF CIIAPTER 3 (Cont)

Fourteenth

Fifteenth

Sixteenth

Seventeenth

Eighteenth

Nineteenth

Three shapes mentioned for testing are:

1. Cylinders

2. Tubing

3. Sheets

Cylinders are round and solid.

Tubing is round and hollow.

Lift-off is the distance between the coil and the specimen.

Fill factor is the area between the coil and the specimen when using

an encircling or inside coil.

Motion (an essential part of most eddy current testing) must be

smooth and constant.

The choice of test frequency determines the depth of penetration.

O
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0 From page 3-55

,

I
List the three major divisions of a testing system:

1. S 2. I system

Hint - These are things you must have.

without them.

3. A

You cannot perform a test

standards

1

e

Coating thickness

Plating thickness

Sheet thickness

Can this arrangement be thickness tested by the use

of eddy current ?

Yes No

I NON-CONDUCTIVENON-CONDUCTIVE

12. False

I I

13. The inside surface of a hollow tube could best be checked by an inside coil.

True False

18. hollow

'% f

I

19. The distance between the specimen and the surface coil is termed

I
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FrOln page o-au
im i

1, Specimen

Testing system

Acceptance standards

.

i _ im

7. NO

List the four stations usually required in a testing system:

Station 1. L Station 3. A

Station 2. T Station 4. U

or R

8. A chemical covering on a base metal is called a c

13. True

14. Metal plates are tested with a s

19. lift-off

coil.

20. The area between the specimen (cylinder) and an encircling coil is called

the factor. .
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From page 3-57

II

2. Loading, Testing

Accept or Reject

Unloading

1 Variations in the properties of the metal are best detected by discontinuity

te sting.

True _ False

8. coating

9. A metal covering on a base metal is called a p

14. surface

15. Magnetic eliminates the effects of the permeability variable.

20. fill

21. Will relative motion between the specimen and the coil have any effect

on the test ?

Yes No

3-58
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From page 3-58

3. False

o Cracks, holes, dimension, inclusions are best detected by

discontinuity testing.

True _ False

9. plating

10. A very important principle of thiclmess testing is lift-off.

True False

15. saturation

16. Some of the common shapes that can be tested with eddy current

are:

1. C 2. T 3. S

21. Yes

22° When choosing the correct frequency for a test, lmowing the

desired d of p will aid in making the choice.

I ., m . II
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From page 3-59

4. True

5. By s the test specimen with a strong magnetic field,

the permeability effect can be reduced to zero.

10. True

11. Depth of

testing.

can be a useful principle in thickness

Cylinder

!6. Tubing

Sheet
4, ,,

17. A solid round bar is termed a e re

22. depth of penetration

23. Nothing left but the final test. Turn to page 3-62.
J
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0

5. saturating

6. The most common uses of thickness testing are:

C thickness, P thickness, S

11. penetration

thickness

Return to page 3-56,

frame 7.

12. A surface coil would be used to test wire for discontinuities.

17. cylinder

True _ False

18. Tubing is round and h

Return to page 3-56,

frame 13.

--1--- _ I

Return to page 3-56,

frame 19.

You shouldn't be here.
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From p_lge3-60 3-_;2

Youhave just completed the secondvolume of the programmed instruction course

onEddy Current Testing.

Nowyou may want to evaluate your knowledgeof the material presented in this

handbook. A set of self-test questions are included at the back of the book. The

answers cm, be found at the end of the test.

We want to emphasize that the test is for your own evaluation of your knowledge of

the subject. If you elect to take the test, be honest with yourself - don't refer to

the answers until you have finished. Then you will have a meaningful measure of

your knowledge.

Since it is a self evaluation, there is no grade - no passing score. If you find that

you have trouble in some part of the test, it is up to you to review the material

until you are satisfied that you know it.

Turn or rotate the book 180 ° and flip to page T-1 at the back of the book.

.f
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EDDY CURRENT TESTING - VOLUME II

Self-Test

List the three most commonly used eddy current test coils.

a, c.

b.

T-1

2. The below illustration shows an coil.

0

Q

o

The ability to evaluate the entire circumference of a specimen (when the

specimen is a bar or tube) lies with the coil and the coil.

The coil that will most accurately pinpolnt the exact location of a discontinuity

is the coil.

.

o

Identify the coil arrangement shown below.

 -f-f

INDICATOR

Identify the coil arrangement shown below.

I 1
AC

I INDICATOR

Circle one:

a. single coil differential

b. single coil absolute

c. single coil opposed

d. double coil surface

Circle one:

a. single coil differential

b. single coil absolute

c. absolute direct

d. external specimen



T-2

B

. Identify the coil arrangement sho_m below.

I INDICATOR I

J

Circle one:

a. single coil absolute

b. single coil differential

c. double coil differential

d. double coil absolute

e

1

10.

11.

In the illustration below the coils are wound such that their electrical fields will

each other.

E
I I

AC

INDICATOR t

The illustration below, in which the coils compare one place on a specimen

with another place on the same specimen is called the method.

E F7
I I

AC

INDICATOR I

Circle one:

a. double coil differential

b. single coil absolute

c. self-comparison

d. external reference

When using a differential coil arrangement and there is a discontinuity under

only one of the coils, will there be an indication?

Yes _. No

Surface coils must be placed in intimate contact with the base metal to have any
eddy currents induced at all.

True _ . False

• 5330.12 (V-II)
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

T-3

Another comparison type - differential coil arrangement - using a separate,

discontinuity free standard would be called

Circle one:

a. external reference

b. self comparison

c. single coil absolute

A change in the specimen size or dimension will not affect the coil impedance

or give an indication.

True_. Falser.

Will an inside coil inspect the entire circumference of the inside surface of a

tube at one time ?

Yes_. No_.

With differential coil arrangement the coils are wound so that they cancel out

and give a zero indication.

True. . False _.

In impedmme testing, is it possible to distinguish between cracks in the speci-

men and changes in the diameter?

Yes_. No_.

This statement, "The total sum of the opposition to current flow in an ac

circuit", applies to:

a. impedance testing b. reactance testing

Which of these testing methods detect and display changes in oscillator

frequency ?

Circle one:

a. impedance

b. reactance

c. feedback-controlled

0
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]9. Of the three testing methods listed below, which of them can distinguish

between conductivity and dimension? Circle one:

a. impedance testing

b. reactance testing

c. feedback-controlled testing.

®

20.

21.

22.

The - testing method senses the ratio of induction to

resistance and displays this ratio on the indicator.

This illustration . . .

INDICATOR 1L/R RATIO

OSCILLATOR

FEED-BACK

is a block diagram of which testing method?

a. impedance

COIL

b. reactance

.!
FEED-BACK [

Circle one:

c. feedback-controlled

SPECIMEN

HEAT LOSS

i

men than a meter.

(CRT) gives more hfformation about be speci-
O

23.

24.

25.

1. V

2. E

The

List the three testing methods studied that use a CRT for indications.

P 3. L T -

equipment is such that the signal from the test

coils will always be displayed as a point of light. -

If a conductivity change will move the point of light horizontally, and a dimen-

sion or permeability change will move the point vertically,

What will happen if there is no change at all in the specimen? Circle one:

a. point will not move. c. point will not appear.

b. point will move to center of screen.

O

O

5330.12 (V-II)
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26. With a change in dimension or permeability, which way would the point of

light move?

V1

• _ CONDUCTIVITY

_'-- _'_ POINT

_ roME.s_o_ANO
/ t l PERMEABILITY

V2

T-5

1

29.

a. horizontally (left and right) b. vertically (up and down)

Wtll the Vector Point method separate the conductivity from the dimension

changes?

Yes___. No __..

@

28.

29.

30.

31.

Of the below listed variables, which is the most difficult to separate?

Circle one-

a. conductivity - dimension

b. dimension - permeability

c. permeability - conductivity

By adjusting the shifter on the CRT, it is possible to move the signal to

the right or left of the tube.

An is a circle as it appears from an angle other than head on or

directly from its side.

The Vector Point method will sometimes display a straight line on the cathode

ray tube.

True__. False__.

32. This is the display that appears on the CRT when using

the testing method,

J

.4
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33. Which of these signals is sent to the horizontal plates of the CRT in the ellipse

method?

SIGNAL FROM TEST COIL

HORIZONTAL PLATES

T VERTICAL PLATES

O

34. The phase s

tube screen.

serves to position the CRT signal left and right on the

35. Will the ellipse method of eddy current testing separate or distinguish between

conductivity and dimension?

Yes No.__

36. Identify each of the following testing methods.

O

37. In the ellipse testing method this signal on the CRT indicates a
/

a. dimension change

b. conductivity change

• i j

5330.]2 (V-II)
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38. In the ellipse testblg method, this signal on the CRT indicates

in the specimen.

chm_.ge

39. In the ellipse testing method this signal on the CRT indicates a

in the specimen.

change

O

40. In the ellipse testing method this signal on the CRT indicates both a

change and a change.

_41.

42.

The larger the dimension change, the greater the .of the line on

the CRT.

When the ellipse opens wider (from this _ to'this(_)

43.

it indicates an increase in the change.

A crack, inclusion or a hole, would be sensed as a:

a. dimension change b. conductivity change



t

-t-t. Identi_ the following indication in the ellipse testing method°

(
O

a. conductivity change

b. no change

c. impedance change

d. dimension change

e. conductivity and

dimension change

45. Which signal is placed on the horizontal plates of the CRT when using the linear
time-base method?

SINUSOIDAL SIGNAL FROM TEST COIL

SAWTOOTH ? "-_ t_-- HORIZONTAL PLATES

T VERTICAL PLATES

46. In the ellipse method and the linear time-base method, the signal from the coils

(specimen} is placed on the plates.

a. horizontal bo vertical

47. The X and R controls on the linear time-base equipment help to

smooth out the signal so that a straight line is obtained on the CRT.

Circle one:

a. balance

b. phase

c. amplifier

d, shifter

48. Which of the controls (Ba!acce/r-hase) will _bift the signal left and

right on the Cathode Ray Tube?

49. The slit technique is used on the CRT with the

* 5330.12 (V-II)
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50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

When using the linear time-base method, the signal on the CRT will move

(up or down/left or right) if a discontinuity is detected.

The waveform will appear to move (up or down/left or right)

when using the slit on the CRT.

Will the linear time-base equipment separate conductivity from dimension and

permeability?

Yes__. No_.

Which will give the most information about the discontinuity?

a. The cathode ray tube b. The meter

A chart recorder is used with which method of eddy current testing:

a. Vector point e. Modulation analysis

b. Ellipse

Is all information that is dislayed on a chart recorder, valuable to the test?

Yes

No ._

T-9

456.

57.

test system acts as a filter to remove unwanted

information from the display on the chart recorder.

Modulation analysis indicates its results usually on a recorder.

58.

59.

List three basic requirements for a testing system.

a.S c.A S

b.T S

Complete the following: /

Station 1. Loading

Station 2.

Station 3.

Station 4. Unloading

or

. . . .
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60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

Conductivity is expressed as a

a. time (3 minute)

b. percent (70% IACS)

.... Circle one:

c. voltage (150 volts)

d. distance (1/8 inch)

O

67.

68.

69.

70.

Variations in the physical properties of a specimen can best be detected by

testing

a. ccnductivity b. discontinuity

By m s of the test specimen, the permeability

effect can be reduced to zero.

List the three thickness tests that are studied.

a. b. c.

The. - is the distance between the specimen and the test coil

when using a surface coil on a specimen.

The is the area between the specimen and the test coil when

using an encircling coil or inside coil.

A chemical covering on a specimen is termed

Paint, varnish, wax, and plastics would be considered as

a. coating b. plating c. sheet

A metal covering on the specimen, would be considered

a. coating b. plating c. sheet

Measuring the thickness of a thin layer of copper on the surface of a one inch

aluminum plate would be:

a. plating thickness b. coating thickness c. sheet thickness

Which of the following could not be used in eddy current testing?

NON-CONDUCTIVE NON-CONDUCTIVE ] CONDUCTIVE

As the plating thickness increases, the conductivity increases and the depth of71.

e. 5330.12 (V-II)

0



O 72. Which chart below shows the results of magnetic saturation?

ao

T-If

O

73.

74.

75.

De

L

J --._9

Lift-off is closely related to . . .

a. frequency

b. fill factor

c. time

d. through coil

Which one of the following is no.._tan eddy current instrument variable?

a. frequency c. differential

b. phase d. modulation

A non-conducting material can be tested for discontinuities with eddy currents.

True.__. False_

_76.

77.

78.

The depth of penetration can be increased by:

a. increasing frequency c. increasing lift-off distance

b. decreasing frequency

With reference to "signal" and "noise", the "signal" refers to:

a. unimportant variables e. phase

b. variables of interest d. permeability

The ratio of the coil diameter to the specimen diameter is a function of the:

a. fill factor b. lift-off c. depth of penetration
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ANSWERSFORSELF-TEST

PageNo.
Ref.

Page No.
Ref.

®

1. Encircling 1-1 24. Vector Point 2-20

Inside

Surface (Probe}

2. Inside 1-2

3. encircling - inside 1-4

4. surface 1-7

5. b. absolute 1-14

6. a. differential 1-14

25. a. point will not move 2-20

26. b. vertically (up and down) 2-20

27. Yes 2-20

28. b. dimension - permeability 2-26

29. phase 2-29

30. Ellipse 2-31

31. False 2-20

7. c. double coil differential 1-14

8. oppose or cancel 1-19

9. c. self-comparison 1-21

10. Yes 1-21

11. False Chapter 1

12. a. external reference 1-23

13. False 2-1

14. Yes 1-4

15. True 1-19

16. No 2-2

17. a. impedance testing 2-1

18. b. reactance 2-5

19. c. feedback-controlled

testing 2-15

20. feedback-controlled 2-15

21, feedback-controlled 2-15

22. cathode ray tube 2-18

23. Vector Point 2-20

Ellipse

Linear Time-Base
t 53_012_v.)

32. Ellipse 2-31

33. a _ %/

34. shifter 2-35

35. Yes 2-39

36. _ Chapter 2

ELLIPSE

VECTOR POINT

LINEAR

TIME-BASE

@

0
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Page No.

Ref.

37. a. dimension change 2-43

38. no change or zero change 2-43

39. conductivity 2-44

40. dimension and conductivity 2-46

41. angle or inclination 2-50

42. conductivity 2-50

43. b. conductivity change Chapter 2

44. 2-31

a. NO CHANGE _-_

d. CONDUC1 IVITY _'__

AND DIMENSION

CHANGE

45. b. SAWTOOrI'H

46. b. vel_tical

47. a. BALANCE

•

2-51

Chapter 2

2-55

Page No.

Ref.

66. coating

67. Coating

68. b. plating

69. a. plating thickness

70. b. NON-CONDUCTIVE

NON-CONDUCTIVE

48. Phase 2-55

49. linear time-base 2-63

50. left or right 2-63

51. up or down 2-63

52. Yes 2-68

53. a. The cathode ray tube 2-18

54, c. Modulation analysis 2-70

55. No 2-76

56. Modulation analysis 2-76

57. chart 2-70

58. Specimen 3-1

Testing System

Acceptance Standard s

59. Station 2. Testing 3-4

Station 3. Accept or Reject

60. b. percent (70% IACS) 3-9

61. a. conductivity 3-9

62. magnetic saturation 3-11

63. Coating 3-15

Plating

Sheet -

64. lift-off 3-22

65. fill factor 3-46

3-15

3-15

3-15

3-15

3-20
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%

Page No.

Ref.

71. decreases 3-25

72. b. 3-34

73. b. fill factor 3-46

74. c. differential Chapter 1

75. False 3-39

76. b. decreasing frequency 3-53

77. b. variables of interest 3-38

78. a. fill factor 3-50
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